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’Low productivity’
programs studied
Chancellor
to make cut?

CHANCELLOR’S
Academic Senate rejects priority list

FFIcE

Programs meet funding opposition
By Chuck Henrikson
A priority list of programs in
I need of additional funding met stiff
opposition in the Academic Senate
when proposed by the Financial
Affairs Committee Monday.
The senate didn’t accept the
committee’s recommendation. It
was sent back to them for further
study.
The list of Program Change
Proposals ( PCP’s ) were requested
by the Statewide Academic Senate
from all 19 campus senates. The

statewide senate will compare the 19
lists and develop one list for submission to the chancellor’s office.
There are 20 items divided into
three groups on the list proposed by
the Financial Affairs Committee.
Group One is described as
"programs which ( the committee)
feels are directly instructional,
contribute to quality of instruction
or contribute to open and equal
access to public higher education."
The five items in Group One

Administration denies
RCYB is supressed
By Carla Baker
The administration wants to cut
off revolutionary politics on the
SJSU campus, according to Sharon
Yuki, spokeswoman for the
Revolutionary Communist Youth
Brigade ( RCYB) quoted in an article in the Spartan Daily on March
15.
"The university is very uptight
about revolutionary politics on
campus," she said.
"The charge that we’re trying to
stifle free speech is baloney,"
countered John McLain, SJSU news
bureau manager for the office of
Community Relations.
McLain said any group has a
right to speak on campus if it has a
permit.
As a result of three RCYB
members being asked to leave the
campus March 7 by University
Police after passing out leaflets near
cafeteria, a pa"ct has
the
been distributed on campus by the
RCYB.
The pamphlet states, "The
administration has been more and
more forced to blow their cover of a
’liberal institution’ with a free flow
of ideas in order to try to keep the
RCYB from being a force among
students.
"The RCYB are outlaws in the
eyes of the university and this
capitalist system because we stand
for overturning all the crap in this
society, where our minds and
imagination and dreams are ground
down into a system that’s falling
apart."

weather

Partly cloudy skies today
with temperatures ranging
from a high in the mid-60’s to
lows in the mid-40’s. Forecast
by the SJSU Meteorology
Department.

SJSU President Gail Fullerton
defended Univesity Police actions
against the RCYB.
Citing the presidential directive
on thc use of campus buildings and
grounds, she said permission to
speak on campus was subject to the
approval of the dean of student
services.
"It has been a part of the
education code for a long time," she
said. "You adapt it for the particular
campus."
McLain said University Police
probably sent the RCYB away
because the group was causing a
disturbance and wouldn’t have sent
them away if they hadn’d had a good
reason to do so.
-University Police would have a
lawsuit against them, if they didn’t
have a good reason and they’re too
intelligent for that," Mcl.ain said.
He said he was sure the administration would agree that all
shades of public opinion are
welcome on campus.

are: additional faculty, library
support, technical support for instruction (including laboratory
technicians, clerical support, etc.),
faculty travel and faculty sabbaticals.
Group Two contains items which
are "of critical importance but are
not directly instructional" like
Group One,
The 13 items in Group Two include programs for: student writing
skills, student affirmative action,
public safety, employee affirmative
action, faculty retraining, child care
center directors and health services.
Group Three contains two
"desirable" items: economic
education and alumni relations.
When presented to the senate,
several members questioned the
ranking of priorities. The student
senators and the alumni represntative were particularly opposed to
the list.
"It was based on a value
judgment of what each member of
the committee considered important," said Prof. Roy Young,
chairman of the Financial Affairs
Committee.
"To say that faculty travel and
faculty sabbaticals are directly
related to quality of instruction is
ludicrous," said A.S. Treasurer
Nancy McFadden, a member of the
committee who felt overpowered on
the committee by the other members.
She said that with the exception
of herself, the committee was made
up entirely of older, male tenured
faculty and that the list they
developed reflects that make-up.
The list is self-serving and would
probably be laughed at by the
statewide senate if sent to thm its
present form, she said.
Young defended the need for
faculty travel. Junior professors,
particularly, Young said, must

travel to professional meetings,
often in the East. This is expensive,
especially for the faculty members
who need financial assistance to pay
for the trips.
Public safety was considered
very important by A.S. President
Maryanne Ryan, who said the other
PCP’s would. be useless if students
are afraid to come to SJSU.
"I was appaled to see that
nothing related to students was
included in the top five at all,"
student senator Edna Campbell
said.
The PCP’s in the 1979-80 CSUC
budget request were: additional
faculty( 363 positions, $6.2 million);
public safety ( 35 positions,
$632,000); disabled programs ( 42
positions, $1.4 million); student
affirmative action ( 68 positions, $1.3
million); and alumni relations (11
positions, $225,000).
The governor approved three
PCP’s: public safety, which was
fully funded; student affirmative
action, which was partially funded
(7 positions, $157,000 ) ; and library
support $1.3 million).
(Continued on page 10

Assembly bills propose
hike in renter’s credit
By Ethan Winston
Increasing the current renter’s
credit of $37 for state income tax is
the subject of four different bills in
the state legislature. The increased
credits range from $137 to $300.
The largest increased credit,
$300, is proposed in Assembly Bill 81.
Its author is Thomas Bates, DOakland.
Also in the Assembly is A.B. 15,

’We are a liberal institution. Any
group can speak on campus, but
they need a permit to do so," he said.
McLain said University Police
aren’t concerned with the content of
the RCYB’s rallies unless they’re
"yelling fire in a crowded theater.
"Most administrators don’t give
a hoot, as long as they don’t badger
people," McLain said.

New draft legislation
target of movement
by anti-war network

Maryanne Ryan, president of
the A.S. Council, said she didn’t
think the administration was trying
to prevent the RCYB from having
free speech on campus.
Ryan said the administration is
trying to keep RCYB members from
forcing ideas on the students, and is
concerned for the physical safety of
students.

By Stephen Cohodas
Dormant since the last days of
the Vietnam War, more than a dozen
organizations of the anti -war
movement around the Bay Area are
laying the groundwork for a new
movement which at least two
organizers are hoping will stop
congressional legislation aimed at
reinstituting a military draft.

-Privacy of the Students is being
violated," Ryan said.
Lt. Larry James of the
University Police said they took
action against the RCYB because it
is their responsibility to insure the
rights of all students and University
Police were trying to protect the
well-being of the community.
James said most of the time the
RCYB has not scheduled and gotten
a permit to speak on campus and
that this was considered an illegal
rally.
"We get called out a lot because
of complaints. If the RCYB went
through the proper procedure there
wouldn’t be any problem," James
said.

The War Resisters League, a
national organization of non-violent
activists known for their opposition
to war taxes, is organizing the Bay
Area Network to Resist Military
Conscription, according to WRI.
spokeswoman Helen Michalowski.
The network is comprised of eight
task forces and a coordination
committee.
Michalowski said the network will
be aimed at following legislation,
communicating information to high
schools, universities and churches
as well as leading "non-violent
direct action" against targets of the
military draft like the Oakland
Induction Center. Counseling for

By Mary T. Lee
Recommendations on the
phasing out, consolidation and
retention of specific "low productivity" bachelors and masters
degree programs at SJSU have gone
to the chancellor’s office for consideration.
The programs recommended for
phase out are Bachelor of Vocational
Education, Bachelor of Arts in
Physical Science, Master of Arts in
Philosophy, Master of Arts in
French and Master of Arts in
Physics.
It was also recommended that
the Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of
Science in physics be consolidated
into one baccalaureate program,
preferably the Bachelor of Science.
Recommendations for the
bachelors degree programs were
determined by the Undergraduate
Studies Committee, with the
Graduate Studies Committee
making recommendations for the
masters programs.
Hobert Burns, academic vice
president, said the chancellor’s
office should make a decision on
what programs will be cut by the end
of the semester.
According to John Weihaupt,
dean of graduate studies and
research, SJSU’s loss in terms of
faculty and administrative positions
is difficult to project at this time.
"My best estimate is that it will
not mean a loss of positions,"
Weihaupt said, adding there will be
sufficient work even if programs are
cut.
He stressed that these are only
recommendations and that any final
decision on program cuts will come
from the chancellor’s office.
The chancellor’s office identified 10 masters degree programs
as "low productivity." Of the 10,
Weihaupt said, only three were
recommended not to be retained.
The other seven masters degree
programs being considered were
occupational therapy, geography,
speech communication, Spanish,
microbiology,
physics
and
meteorology.
The Graduate Studies Committee used a wide range of considerations in making its recom-

people interested in resisting
military induction will also be
available.
"We want to inform people
about how to document a conscientious objector’s status," she
said.
The task of counseling will not
be an easy one, Michalowski added,
because the Pentagon has not
decided what it will recommend to
Congress as legal penalties for draft
resistance.
The American Friends Service
Committee in Palo Alto and people
Against the Draft in Menlo Park are
working together to "pull together a
number of groups and individuals"
on the peninsula and in the South
Bay Area to oppose a reinstating of
the draft.
"Most people don’t realize there
are six bills in the House of
Representatives and two bills
currently in the Senate," said Doris
Jones, spokeswoman for People
Against the Draft.
(Continued on Page 141

providing a $180 credit for renters
and creating deductions for renters
who itemize on tax returns. Its
author is Michael Roos, D-Los
Angeles.
Both have been assigned to the
Assembly Committee on Revenue
and Taxation and have had
preliminary hearings.
Two Senate bills, S.B. 164 and
251, both raise the renter’s credit to
$137. Neither of these bills has been
scheduled for committee hearings.
Bates, in a telephone interview,
said he based the $300 figure on the
average savings Proposition 13
passed on to landlords and
homowners.
He predicted there will be a tax
cut in California this year and said
"I hope renters get some of it."
A.B. 81 provides that if more
than one unrelatd occupant shares a
rental unit then those people split the
$300 credit.
Bates said his bill, unlike A.B.
81, does not create any new
bureaucracy or red tape and
benefits everyone, not just renters
who itemize.
Bates is aware that A.B. 81,
because it offers the largest increase, faces hard times but said
"this is a good chance to keep the
issue alive, push it out there."
The other bill in the Assembly,
A.B. 15, provides for either a $180
renters credit or allows renters to
make itemized deductions on state
and federal income tax returns.
For the deductions to become
effective the federal Internal
Revenue Service would have to rule
on its legality.
Assembly
Revenue
and
Taxation Committee consultants
estimated the bill would cost $520
million for the renter’s credit,
another $5 million for renter
deductions and $29 million in administrative costs.
(Continued on back pagel

mendations, but the primary source
recomwas
information
of
mendations made by department
faculty.
The Graduate Studies (’ommittee report on Academic’ Program
Reviews contained justification, by
department for recommendations to
either retain or phase out programs.
According to the report, the
philosophy masters program is
considered by the department to be
a quality program. However,
negative features in the program
were also cited.
"Enrollment has been declining
for 10 years," the report stated, and
"half of the faculty are engaged in
one way or another in this relatively
small program. The committee is
unable to identify either a persuasive rationale or particular facts
which would support retention of
this program relative to most of the
others which it reviewed."
For the Masters of Arts degree
in French, the department argued
for the program’s retention.
According to the report. "The
degree production rate, however, is
below the guideline of five per year, ’
and may in fact be declining."
The department of physics
failed to differentiate the master of
arts from the master of science
degree in this area, the report said.
It was therefore recommended that
this degree program MA) not be
retained.
For the bachelors degree
programs, the Undergraduate
Studies committee reviewed reports
from departments in question and
then voted on whether to retain,
consolidate or phase out the
programs in question.
The Committee voted 8-1 to
phase out the Bachelors of
Vocational Education since "the
program is largely a service function for a very limited number of
students."
The committee added the
recommendation, however, that the
program be consolidated as either
an External or Consortium degree.
For the bachelors in physical
science, the committee report
stated, "The Physical Science
program exists as part of the offerings of the Department of Natural
Science. There has been some
criticism in the past that such an
administrative unit isolates faculty
from the subject matter in the
disciplines associated with ’physical
sciences,’ and removes science
departments from a proper role in
the provision for general education
requirements for undergraduate
students."
The committee added that
existing need could be met by the
departments of chemistry, geology
or physics.
The committee also recommended consolidating the B.A. and
B.S. degrees in physics. The report
stated, "The major in physics
requires no courses that students do
not take to complete other degree
programs. More than 90 percent of
the physics department student load
is devoted to non-physics majors
industrial
i.e., engineering,
technology, mathematics).
The committee recommended
that the B.S. degree be the only
degree program that the science
department should offer.
Other bachelors degree
programs under consideration, but
voted to retain were, botany.
materials engineering, German and
Afro-American studies.

a ’big bird’
makes a visit
See Page 5
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Editorial

New grading scale
An Academic Senate proposal to change
SJSU’s grading system to a non -letter point
system is a step in the right direction to
remedy present inequities, but goes too far in
requiring a total overthrow of the current
letter-grade system.
The proposal, presently before a senate
subcommittee on instruction improvement,
would require instructors to grade from a
numerical scale ranging from a low of 0.0 to a
high of 4.0 ( the same range now used to
compute grade point average).
Mechanical Engineering Prof. Heliner
Nielsen, the plan’s author, believes the
current policy is inequitable because a C-plus
is given no more grade points than a C-. Each

receives a 2.0
We agree with his arguments but feel a
system which preserves the best of both
worlds is more acceptable. Under a system
already used by many University of California
campuses, grade points are assigned for a
plus or minus on a letter grade. Under this
plan a C- receives a 1.7 grade point, a C gets
2.0, and a C-plus is assigned 2.3 grade points.
This plan would allow an instructor more
latitude in making a grade, rewarding the
extra effort of the C-plus Student over the Cstudent, without the drastic revision and
accompanying confusion instructors would
find in giving grades on the basis of points
only.

Conscientous objectors must
advocate non-violent lifestyle
By Karen Ewing
Last Friday I registered as a
conscientious objector
c.o.), a
person who can not support a war for
any cause.
This action was not done in
haste, but with much forethought.
The previous Monday, I picked
up some literature available at the
representatives of some anti -draft
groups’ table at SJSU.
One of the pieces of literature
was thought provoking. It posed two
questions which I had to answer if I
wanted to register as a c.o.
First, what if anything, would I
be willing to fight for? Second, if
Kira., Ewing is a
Spartan Daily reporter

drafted, could I kill another person?
Any person considering
registering as a c.o. should examine
their reasons. If they do decide they
are a c.o., they should register as
one to protest war.
To answer these questions, I
examined not only material to give
me my amswer. but also the basis of
my convictions. I realized that my
convicitons had their origins when I
was young.
When I was in second grade. I
had a homework assignment which
involved asking my father what he
had done in the war.
He told me he had peeled
peaches. I was not to learn for years
that he had fought in the Pacific
during World War II.
My father, who was in the Army
for 20 years, has said he considered
war evil but necessary. I think his
reply to my question was forget the
evil and not glorify the "necessary."
I remember being terrified of
bomb -shelter
television
adveritisments. This terror was small
to the terror I experienced six years
ago.
I had a friend who had fought in
Vietnam. I never asked him about
the war and he never consciously

talked about it
Once, I was awakened by his
screams. He was having a nightmare and was talking of the war.
Although his eyes were open he was
not awake. The look in his eyes is
impossible to describe. I remember
shivering for minutes after seeing
that look.
The Vietnam war had put that
look in his eyes and I don’t know if he
ever had it taken away.

weapon and chose to be beaten instead.
I had bruises on various parts of
my body and nightmares for months
afterwards. I consoled myself with
the thought my nightmares would
have been worse if I had hurt any of
the other persons.
Two local centers which can
help a person answer some of the
c.o. questions are the Campus
Ministry and the San Jose Peace
Center. Both are located at 300 S.
10th St., San Jose.

Perhaps this incident would not
have had this effect if I had not been
taking and Eastern Philosophy class
at the time. Ass result of that class I
had come to the conclusion that
violence inflicted on man or animal,
under any circumstances, was
wrong.
I knew for certian I couldn’t
support anything which would put
such an expression in a person’s
eyes. The promoters of war should
see my friend’s expression in the
eyes of someone they care about.
To my own conscience, this
answered the question of whether I
could support a war for any cause. I
had thought for six years that I
couldn’t.
Yet, for four of those years, I
was not sure that if drafted that I
would not kill another person. I know
that I considered violence wrong.
Yet. if I was forced into a situation
would I let violence beget violence.

I
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University press illegitimate?

College papers denied rights
By Norman Gotwetter
An open letter to the Department of Justice:
Re: Your policy of not allowing
a prisoner, who is a candidate for
president, to send press releases to
college and university newspapers,
claiming such papers are no part of
the "legitimate" press.
Dear Sirs:
Well, it’s nice to know where we
stand, guys. Personally, I never
though of the Spartan Daily as being

Two years ago, I was to unwillingly find the answer to this
question.
Two persons beat me while two
others watched. All four persons
were under the influence of drugs, so
I was not sure how far the beating
would go.
At one point during the beating,
I had access to a knife. I knew the
other persons were not aware of this
weapon, so I had the element of
surprise. But, I could not use the

’THE OILATOLLAH le.140MPAAIES

illegitimate, but...
Well, have I got news for you.
Remember that story about the
micro-wave bombardment of the
U.S. embassy?
Know who broke that story? The
Washington Post? New York Times?
Los Angeles Times? Maybe even our
own San Jose Mercury?
No.
That was first reported by two
high school journalists.
Remember them? You know,

the two "kids" who got a story which
the finest reporters in this country
didn’t come up with.
But since those reporters were
not "legitimate," why don’t we just
forget about that story?
Then there’s the case of that
"illegitimate" newspaper
what
was its name again? Stanford
Daily?) that brought a case to the
U.S. Supreme Court which upheld
the right of police to search
newrooms which has implications

granted, quality instruction suffers.
Since Dr. Burdick is chairman of the
History Department, I expect he can
cite many instances when "common
knowledge" represented inadequate
knowledge. For example, "common
knowledge" once told us the world is
flat.
May I remind you thFt the necd
for tenure developed out of society’s
need for scholars who could dare to
pursue knowledgee that might run
counter to "common knowledge?"
When professors have sought to
share knowledge which challenges
"common knowledge," the resulting
face-off has been then too often
between tenure protection or some
alternative like burning at the stake
or being fired for "incompetence."
A few years ago when a state
university journalism student
reported a governor who loop-holed
himself out of two year’s state income tax payments, the reports that
reached me said that orders went
out to "F" that student right out of
school. Professors refused. Then
there were orders to fire those
professors in order to reach through
them to punish the student.
However, tenure protected the
professors and the student too!
If administration made so many
hiring blunders in the past, can we
really trust it to do so much better in
firing than it did in hiring? Tenure, it
should be noted and emphasized,
does not prevent firing, but only sets
up the rules so that firing will have
something to do with competence
rather than politics or favoritism.
Of course firing the most experienced and highest paid profs and
replacing them with newcomers at
the bottom of the salary scale is a
well-known strategy for exploiting
the supply and demand opportunities which the marketplace
now provides to administration. And
if administration can create a loud
enough cry of alleged incompetence
then they have comforted again
those who want to hold down faculty
pay, frozen through more years of
inflation.
History shows clearly why
tenure was developed in the first
place in order to protect some of
society’s informational pipelines.

Ending tenure would be like using a
medicinn to cure a disease but where
the medical side-effects will likely
cause the cure to be worse than the
disease. We have heard too much
from SJSU administrators lately
about their desire to end tenure. The
time has come when not only every
teacher but also every student has a
clear duty to fight this takeover
threat while some yet uncut thread
of tenure still exists.
Who will bell the anti -tenure fat
cats of Sacramento? Certainly not
the untenured! When tenure is gone - we will be too!

letters
Inadequate
knowledge
Editor:
Your March 23 front page
reports Dr. Charles Burdick’s opposition to tenure because "it breeds
a security which often leads to a
dulling of excellence in education."
Dr. Burdick asserts it is common
knowledge ... that once tenure is

Richard S. Mitchell

Spelling
snafu
Editor:
I thank you for informing us of
the candidates running for council. I
would appreciate, however, your
endeavoring to spell the names
correctly. I am a candidate for the
graduate seat with the S.F.A. party.
My name is Sue Karnes not Karner
as written. I would appreciate it if
you would correct your mistake
immediately.
Sue Karnes
Undeclared Graduate
Editor’s note: The spelling of all the
candidate’s names were taken from
a press release furnished by the
election board.

for the "legitimate" newspapers in
the country.
In taking this position, you have
succeeded in weakening the position
of student reporters across the
country
Such reporters already work
under the pressures of not being
"legitiamte"
as
recognized
reporters. There’s not a student
reporter around who couldn’t tell of
an experience when he’s been looked
down on or denied information he’d
have gotten easily had he been from
the L.A. Times or other big city
paper.
If this is your impression of
college and university newspapers,
can we assume you don’t care what
we print?
If so, remember that if you read
in some college paper that one of
your staff is involved in some kind of
illegal activity.
Remember that the next time
you read in some college paper
somewhere that your budget is in
danger of being cut.
College journalism is more than
just a training ground. It is a place
where reporters sharpen their
journalistic teeth, where they
acquire contacts and sources who
can help them years after they leave .
college.
Without the "illegitimate"
college papers, a lot of news concerning college campuses would
simply not be reported.
I know of situations where a
person would rather have a college
paper
investigating
alleged
misconduct. If these papers did not
exist, that news would not get
reported.
In short, this mindless policy of
the Department of Justice has once
again served to show the arrogance
of some government offices toward
those it feels can be of no benefit to
it.
In closing, I remind you of a
once famous quote by Jefferson:
"If I had to choose between
government with no newspapers or
newspapers with no government, I
should not hesitate to choose the
latter."
Now where would that leave
you?
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People vital to city’s redevelopment
By Don Vetter
"It is unquestionably a
fact that downtown in San
Jose, like any other city,
will not redevelope unless
there is continued human
interaction in the downtown area," according to
San Jose City Councilman
Al Garza.
Garza addressed the
redevelopment
issue
Monday afternoon during
the weekly Student Union
Forum.

practically at student level,
is to get some kind of
program
insubsidy
volved," Garza said.

alumnus said, ’we have a
stigma about this school
that it is 90 to 95 percent
commuter.

"It is costing you and I
money for the downtown to
continue the way it is,"
Garza said.

"Therefore,
you
transfer that into pnorities
for the university ... and
those are the commuter’s."

He said that taxpayers
dish out $1.5 million per
year interest on the vacant
properties.

The 1968 SJS graduate
said that the main cause
for the "mishmash" of core
area housing was the
exodus of families and the
influx of day care centers
and businesses into the

For all that is nice
about this university," the

area
The key to downtown,
according to Garza is
whether the San Antonio
project hotel can work the
way both the council and
developer Corwin Booth
want it to
Garza said there will
be a hotel in this area
"whether it’s put there by
Corwin Booth or somebody
else."
Garza Pbriunented on

A member of the city
council since 1971, Garza
said that downtown public
safety and population go
hand-in -hand.

Addressing the SJSU
student needs in downtown,
Garza said that there must
be government
intervention in the matter.
photo by LIL1 RdZiIVI

"Two factors have
really prompted me to
have a jaundiced eye on
this," Garza said.

"The only way that I
can see that there is going
to be housing, that is one,
available and two, priced

"One is the reluctance
of Corwin Booth to deal
with the university needs of
a parking facility and
secondly the failure of any
movement for the downtown hotel.

raditional male occupations
re not just for men anymore
By Debbie Hunsioger
The secret is out. Math
and sciences are no longer
forbidden to women and
SJSU is helping to spread
the word.
Approximately
350
"very articulate, very
bright" young women,
grades seven through 12,
and more than 40 parents,
teachers and counselors
"Exparticipated in
panding Your Horizons"
offered for the first time at

SJSU, according to Selma
Burkom, coordinator of the
Women’s Studies Program.
The women assembled
recently to learn about
career opportunities for
women in mathematics
and science-related fields,
to meet women working in
these traditionally male
occupations and to work
with lab equipment they
don’t have access to in
their own schools, Burkom
said.

It really encouraged
the women who came to the
conference because they
were in an atmosphere
with several very successful women in these
fields," said Claudia
Smith, part-time SJSU
math professor.
Smith helped lead a
career workshop at the
conference, along with
Barbara
Searle,
a
mathematician
from
Stanford University.
Marilyn Roth, full-time
temporary SJSU math
lecturer, assisted with
registration at the conference and said it benefits
many women who don’t yet
know what career to follow.
"The people that
organize these conferences
feel that women aren’t
aware of the possibilities of
going into science and
math oriented careers,"
Roth said.
The conference was
one of seven offered
Saturday in the Bay Area,
according to Joane Koltnow, coordinator of the
Math -Science Resource
Center at Mills College in
Oakland.
It was sponsored by
SJSU School of Science, the
Women’s Studies Program
and the Math -Science
Network, a group of
and
mathematicians
scientists in the Bay Area
"interested in increasing
the participation of girls
and women in math and
science," acccording to
Burkom.
The conference "went
very, very well," Burkom
said and post-conference
evaluations by participants
were "highly positive."
"It has been a very
cooperative effort by a lot

Swimsuit snatcher sunk
Somebody got
swimsuit ripped off.

her

Fortunately for the
victim, the maroon Speedo
was already off her body
and hanging on a locker
handle in the westernmost
cooridor of the Men’s Gym.
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Workshops
were
scheduled by visiting
physicist at Stanford,
Cherrill Spencer, who
came to the conference out
of "the general interest of
wanting to get young
women into math and
science," according to
Burkom.
"We had a good interaction, and there was a
good feeling from San Jose

photos by Terry Ste/ma

Participants in the conference explore math and science exhibit.
Professor
SJSU
Leonard Feldman teaches
a math anxiety course cosponsored by Women’s
Studies and is a member of
the Math-Science Network.
"Leonard asked me if
we would be interested in
helping with one of these
things, so I just happened
to fall into it," Burkom
said.
Among other SJSU
personnel, Juanna Acrivos,

’We had good interaction
... we ought to do it again’

discussed
Program,
computers as an every day
tool.
According to Smith,
only 8 percent of women
with careers are working in
math and science fields,
while 57 percent of men
with careers are in such
industries.
"That is something we
would like to change," she
said.
Conferences such as
these encourage women by
showing them "they can
succeed in math and
science," Smith said.
However, she thinks
that things are a lot better
now than they were 20
years ago.
"Sometimes women
felt a little out of place
when there is just a handful
of them in a classroom full
of men," she said.

State faculty that we ought
to do it again," she said.
Three to four thousand
total students were expected to attend all seven
conferences, Koltnow said.
Last year four schools
participated and three
were added this year.

chemistry
professor,
conducted a tour of the
Solid State Chemistry Lab,
Lee Hornberger, professor
of mechanical engineering,
led a workshop on "The
Mysteries of the Internal
Combustion Engine" and
Elizabeth Raia, director of
Systems
Cybernetic

Smith teaches only
lower division math classes
and said the ratio of men to
women in her classes is
"fairly equal."
Roth said she doesn’t
notice that her upper

division math classes are
"overwhelmingly men"
but only one-third of the
students in these classes
are women.
conferences
Other
were held at San Francisco
City College, Mills College,
Indian Valley Colleges in
Novato, Chabot Valley
Campus in Livermore,
Cosumnes River College in
Sacramento and Orange
Coast College in Costa
Mesa.

He added that the
council is also considering
and not afraid of installing
a light rail system in order
to empty the north corridor
area.
"The city of San Jose
has an obligation to move
the people we have right
now," he said, "and the
way we are going to do that
is through buses."
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FIRST UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Sunday School (all ages), 9:30 a.m.
Worship Services, 9:30-11:00 a.m.
Ministers
Howard Daulton, 0. Wilbur Fix, Gail Parsons
Choir Rehearsal, Thursday, 7:30 p.m
Music Director, Karen Carter
Fifth & Santa Clara streets
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CANDIDATES’ FORUM
Thursday, March 29, 1979
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
At the
Student Union
Meet and Question
the Candidates

A University Police to the lockers by slipping
officer,
working
un- the suit -straps through the
dercover, arrested a lock-hackles. The note,
suspect in the theft. The addressed to the maroon
suspect was not a woman Speedo’s owner, is to let
trying to add to her sports her know where her errant
wardrobe, but a young suit had swum off to.
man. He is not an SJSU
"Your
read,
It
student.
swimsuit has been ripped
After being cited and off. It’s being held at the
having a date for a court University
Police
appearance set, the Department."
suspect was released.
The arresting officer
posted a neatly typed note

Garza
said
that
another key to downtown
redevelopment is the
completion of corridor
highways 85,87 and 237.

of people on this campus,"
Burkom said.
Conference workshops
were led by volunteering
professionals, including
SJSU
and
Stanford
teachers and counselors
and persons from the math
and science industries.

"If people are aware in
their profession as they
report to be, such as
Coi-win Booth, and are
interested into coming into
downtown and receiving a
subsidy of over $8 a square
foot and in addition they
want government controls
on competition, they are
crazy."
Garza said that at the
time of the acceptance of
controlling
of
Booth
downtown developer in
September 1978 was due to
the fact that the hotel was
going to be a loss for him
and the council agreed to
give him control over the
seven other blocks.

"By increasing the
population, in the downtown core area, you’re
going to increase the
surveillance by the police
department."

Al Garza

the current downtown
situation where developer
Booth has not even broken
ground on the hotel and the
council is facing a possible
decision to allow outside
hotels to develop
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feature
Professor keeps up search for family tree
By Maureen Johnson
While visiting Denmark. Gordon Greb was
surprised when he turned
to the sports page of the
local paper and found his
name
mentioned
everywhere.
Greb," it was explained to him, is the
Danish word meaning
"attack" an appropriate
word to describe the attitiude with which this
SJSU professor has been
seekng his heritage.
-There actually are no
ordinary people. Most men
leave tracks along the
paths of time. Once we’ve
learned their story, we find
they were extraordinary!"
Greb writes in "Pioneer
Story," a book he is
working on which traces
the life of his maternal
great-grandfather, Thomas Benbow. who came from
England to California in a
covered wagon.
The
journalism
professor’s 27-year search
for his "roots" will take
him to England this
summer where he will
direct a travel -study
program for students,

through
Continuing
Education, who are interested in tracing their
English heritage. City
University of London will
be the home base for the
two-week excursion
The trip will take them
to major genealogical
resources in and around
London, including trips to
Oxford and Cambridge. In
addition, experts at
historical societies will be
available to help students
in search of their long-lost
links to the past.
Greb’s search for clues
to his ancestors has been a
hobby pursued with

information about his
maternal great-grandfather, Thomas Benbow, at
the California Historical
Society in San Francisco.
After spending hours of
uneventful searching
there, Greb sent out 20
letters to various historical
societies and after a
month, got one reply, from
an agricultural survey of
1880 from Sacramento.
With this information,
which told him more about
Benbow’s
property
holdings than the man
himself, Greb began his
lengthy search. The quest

’Don’t be afraid that you
might find a horse thief or
a scoundrel.’
perand
patience
serverance. He began in
1952, while a graduate
student at Stanford
University, with scant

eventually lead him, in
1959, to Ledbury village in
Herefordshire, England, to
the very farm owned by his
ancestors in the 1800’s.

Romanian dancer at SJSU
Alexandru David,
professional Romanian
dance performer and instructor, will be dancing
and teaching his art
tomorrow night in the
Women’s Gym.
The event is sponsored
by the SJSU Folkdance
Club.
David,
usually
headquartered in Los
Angeles at his small cafe,
"Gypsey Camp," has left
the Southland in order to
make one of his occasional
tours of the country. He is
now in New York and involved in the same type of
performance workshop
that he will be helping to
present at this campus.
According to Alan
Rothchild, spokesman for
the artist, David came to

the United States from
Romania eight years ago
with his brother Mihai, who
also teaches dance in the
Los Angeles area. Besides
teaching his native dance
he also is proficient in the
art of Russian dance.

shows up for the weekly
Friday night festivities) is
not a structured club,
Rothchild said.
Anyone interested in
folkdancing is encouraged
to show up this weekend for
an evening of "International music, dancing
and munchies."

The workshop should
neither intimidate the
novice dancer nor bore the
most advanced parMaureen O’Day, vice
ticipant, acccording to president of the San Jose
Rothchild.
Folkdance Club, said, "We
get people to come in and
"The teachiing will be do different workshops. We
at all levels, from the got ahold of Alexandru
beginning to the super- because he was working
star," Rothchild said. the circuit."
David
will
teach
The SJSU event
recreational dances for a
couple of hours and then tommorrow wil run from 8
switch to the more p.m. to 10 p.m. with
traditonal cultural dances. requests being honored
until midnight. The price of
The 20 to 30 member admission for the event will
club ( depending on who be U.

Question corner
Question Corner:
I want to know how
everything around here
came to be called "Spartan."
Holly Gendreau
Art Sophomore
The State Teachers
College Times, fore-runner
of the Spartan Daily,
reported Jan. 23, 1925, that
the name "Spartans" had
been chosen for the athletic
name by student body vote.
Winning over second
place "Golds" by 10 votes,
"Spartans" also beat out
"Badgers," "Hawks" and
Mustangs."
"Spartans was the
name given to the city state
of Sparta," the Times
reported. "Sparta was a
power among the states of
Greece due to her warlike
nature and the innovation
of a strict system of
physical training by the
rules of the state.
"It might be well," the

Times continues, "for
those who go out for
athletics in our school to
emulate these ancients and

adhere to the same strict
rules of training by which
Spartans
became
so
powerful."

Your instructor doesn’t
know, your roommate is
asleep and you spent all
afternoon in the library to
no avail.

San Jose 95192.
Persons may also drop
off letters at the Spartan
Daily office in JC 208.

If this happens to be
your plight, then a new
Spartan Daily column,
"Question Corner," is the
place to turn.
"Question Corner’’is
the place to pose a
problem,
question
bureaucracy or make
general inquiries concerning the SJSU campus
community.
The Daily will try to
come up with some of the
answers.
Letters for "Question
Corner" should be addressed to: "Question
Corner," Spartan Daily,
San Jose State University,

ACROSS FROM LOCKHEED

Used foreign car parts
EXCLUSIVELY FOREIGN

ABC

Mon -Fri 8.30 5:00
Sat 30 1 00
594

During the trip, made
exactly 100 years after his
great-grandfather ventured to California in 1859,
Greb located several othir
Benbow families which has
helped him to learn more
about his heritage. But the
search never ends, he said.
"When you go back far
enough, you’re related to
everybody," Greb said.
college
The average
student starting in the
1600’s would have more
than 16,000 direct decendants," he pointed out.
"Don’t be afraid that
you might find a horse thief
or a scoundrel, we’ve all
got them," he added.
Having spent years in
his search, Greb has obtained data from Census
reports,
Bureau
microfilms, newspapers,
books and stories handed
the
through
down
generations of his famiy.
One find, at Stanford
University proves particularly interesting.
Greb said he had a
dream in which a particular year came to him.
The next day he went to
Univeristy
Stanford

phut,’ bv

youngest boy had been
born in the covered wagon
en route to Livermore. The

’I’m English, Irish, German
and French with a strong
possibility of a Viking in
the background.’
Library and found new
information about his
ancestors under that same
date.

date, 1859, was his birthday, which tells me that
that is the year that they
arrived in California."

"This is one of the
things that occurs," Greb
said. "You do a lot of
reading and you see a lot of
things and information is
corning into your brain, the
way it pours into a computer, and your brain
sometimes is sorting it out,
particularly when you’re
asleep."

It is this kind of
detective work which Greb
finds intriguing. "The
study of geneology teaches
me that peace between
nations and people of the
world is entirely possible."

Family stories have
proved to be invaluable
sources of information,
according to Greb. While
attempting to find the year
his great grandfather came
to California in a covered
wagon, Greb remembered
something that helped
piece some of the puzzle
together.
"I remember a family
story which is that the

Korn,

Gordon Greb with a copy of the text required in his Continuing Education course.

"I’m English, Irish,
German and French with a
strong possibilty of a
Viking in the background,"
he said. "These are people
who used to fight each
other in Europe but there
must’ve been some peace
making in my ancestors to
produce me."
While digging into his
Irish ancestry, Greb
discovered a crest with his
middle name, "Barry,"
and the slogan "Bouvez en
Avant" on it, meaning
"drink first."

Greb interprets the
slogan as meaning a
member of the Barry
family will stop for a drink
before going into battle.
Greb has some helpful
suggestions for others who
are interested in finding
out more about their
"roots."
"If you’ve got some old
people in your family,
interview them now," Greb
suggested. "Try to find out
about the immigrant, the
person who came here
first.
"You will be caught up
in the thrill of it all when
you make that first
discovery."
After years of tracking
down information on his
ancestors, Greb wants to
know still more about their
personal lives. "I want to
bring them to life," he said.
Looking over the lists
of births, marriages and
deaths of his ancestors,
Greb said, "Suddenly you
realize these were real
people."

Judging from the
meaning behind the Greb
family coat of arms, which
reads, "Do Not Yield," he
will no doubt continue in his
search for further clues to
his heritage.
Persons intersted in
making the trip to England
this summer will be
required to interview their
relatives at home to squire
as much information as
possible before embarking
on the two-week journey
which will be July 2 to 17.
The group will be
limited to 15 persons and
charter flights fill fast, so
interested persons are
encouraged to make plans
early. April 15 is the

deadline for sign-ups for
the program.
Further information
may be obtained from the’
SJSU office of Continuing
Education by calling 2772182 or 277-3781.
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PRACTICE
LSAT PRE-TEST
Law School Admission Test
Saturday. March 31 - BC 117
Sign-up by the Student Union
March 27.2S and 29: Test time 9-1
Limited Seating. Members Free
Non -Members $5.00

LOWEST* FARES TO L.A.
THE ONLY WAY TO FLY

This Summer
Earn College Credit in
New York City
at

arsons
mooi
of
esign

This summer come to New York and
learn in Greenwich Village, at a school
famous in the art world as well as in a
city world famous as a cultural and art
center.
Parsons School of Design is pleased to
announce a series of summer courses
designed for College students who wish
to supplement their art studies. These
courses are taught by some of New
York’s most distinguished professionals
and run from July 5th thru August 1st,
Monday thru Thursday. They allow
students ample time to see how theory
is put to practical application in the
great arts capital of New York. Each
course carries 4 credits.

*Lowest confirmed air fares between
San Jose and Los Angeles
First flight of the day every day.
Los Angeles (daily)
Di. San Jose
Ar. Los Angeles

6:25 a.m.
7:25 a .m

Lv. Los Angeles 9.00 p m
10 00 p.m
Ar. San Jose

Courses of study include:
Photography
Painting
Graphic Design
Interior Design
Interior Design and
Environmental Analysis
Sculpture
Lithography
Dormitory space is available.
For more information on courses,
registration and accommodations mall
the coupon below or call (212) 741-8975

Parsons School 01 Design
S ,1
Summer Programs Office.
66 FIllh Avenue New York NY 10011
Please send me more ontormetoon on Summer Study in New York et Persons
Name

Ski Utah!
Flights every day to Salt Lake City.
Salt Lake City (daily)
Lv. San Jose
Ar. Salt Lake City

9:20 a.m.
I 1.49a.m.

Lv. Salt Lake City
Ar. San Jose

8:15 a.m
8:46 a m

Lv. San Jose
Ar. Salt Lake City

6:10p.m.
8:39 p.m

Lv Salt Lake City
Ar. San Jose

5:05 p.m.
5:3b p.m.

Pr Western/11,116es

Address
City/W.14oz, p

Or call us any hour of the
Your Travel Agent knows "Just say you want to fly Western.
day or night at 298 3456. visit our ticket offices in the Town & Country Village in San Jose
rir at Rickey Hyatt House In Palo Alto
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photos by Jeff Pohorski
Clockwise: 1) The CH -47 sits motionless at
South Campus soccer field. 2) Pre-flight instructions are given to participants by the crew
member SFC Lewis Fulkerson. 3) As the
helicopter takes off, cadets Linda Davis and Mike
Ryan hold on to their hats. 4) Airborne,
passengers get a panoramic view of the valley.

WETOW

VISA

25 -hr, f- nwrgency Road Set% ic

’Big bird’ lands on soccer field
By Peter G. Bliss
The big bird hovering
overhead looked as odd on
the SJSU campus as a
library on a battlefield.
The workhorse of
Vietnam landed at the
South Campus soccer field
last week to participate in
Army ROTC bi-monthly
leadership lab as well as to
help attract new recruits.
The CH -47, dual -bladed
Chinook helicopter was
flown from its base out of
Metropolitan
Stockton
Airport by a crew from the
Transportation
49th
Helicopter Company, part
of the Army National
Guard.
The helicopter flew
three flights around San
Jose. Approximately 70
persons including students
active in SJSU’s ROTC
program and a handful of
interested students and
journalists took advantage
of the opportunity to ride in
this machine which is
ordinarily used to haul
cargo and troops for the
military.
particular
This
helicopter was built in 1966
and, according to Master
Sgt. James Martin,
operations sergeant with
Army ROTC, it can carry
33 fully equipped troops. If
needed, it has the
capabilities of handling 24

paratroopers.
Crew member Lewis
Fulkerson gave a briefing
before take-off and gave
some of the aircraft’s vital

smaller
formations
(classes)
with the
remaining waiting groups
listening to lectures on
workings of a helicopter.

statistics.
"It travels at a speed of
132 knots 1150 mph)," he

"During leadership lab
we have the cadets give all
the instructions," Msgt.
Martin said. "It’s like
advanced learning, and it
is all organized by the

said. "It carries 600 gallons
of fuel that is burned up in
two hours of flying time."

The most impressive thing -the vertical take-off
He added if he didn’t think
it was safe, he wouldn’t be
riding in it.
Fulkerson estimated
that the engine alone cost
$1 million.
After giving the participants the required
emergency instructions he
detailed the proper course
of action should the
helicopter have to make
such a landing.
The first 30 boarded the
aircraft and secured
themselves on the long
bench seats that ran down
both sides of the inside
length of the craft. The tail
door was brought up and
they were off.
While the "Chinook"
made its first trip, student
leaders of the ROTC held

qtlf
stiffleof41111R

35 S. 4th.
San Jose
294-4086
20% off with this ad Thurs.-Sun

senior cadets. They make
up the lesson plans and
rehearse all the classes."
In about 15 minutes,
the chopper returned and
was ready for the second
load.
When the bird came in
for the second time, we
were standing in line

waiting to board. As the tail
door dropped, the second
group came through.
Both groups were then
asked to run in order to
combat the terrific wind
given off by the pair of
monstrous blades. The
transfer was again made
quickly and soon we were
buckled in and ready to
take off.
The noise that was
emitted from the machine
was deafening.
Before take -off the
crew chief came around
and offered each person
two pices of wax (closely.
resembling bubble gum )
for their ears.
The most impressive
thing about the ride was the
sensation derived from an
oddity peculiar to all
helicopters: vertical takeoff and landing.
As the ’copter made its
circle around the city, it

HAVE YOU READ THIS
REFERENDUM?
Are you in favor of an
amendment to the by-laws of
the Academic Senate to authoriee
the removal of a student re
presentative upon absen«.from
three( Or onset wive Senate or
committee meetings and or the
ac umulation of four (4) abseil( es
per semester?

Make your choice known
VOTE on April 3, 4 or 5
Election

Board

VOTE
April 3
4 and 5

was reminiscent of a big,
slow salmon or "Chinook"
determined to get up
stream.
Almost as long as it
took to start feeling
comfortable aboard the

VALUABLE

craft, it was time to come
down. The fashion of
descent and
landing
practiced
by
these
machines is something that
707’s and 747’s could take a
lesson from

coupon

VERN HALL CHEVRON
Claw
Complete Auto Repairs
Tires Batteries - Accessories

WEFIX

10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
AT

998-9746 or 297-7266

CONTINENTAL AUTO PARTS

,111(1 Repair tot .1nything
loss
1)is( o(1r)) \\ It h Student Il) Card

516 So 2nd Street
San Jose, CA
SPECIALIZING IN:

802 Minnesota,

279.1777 or 286419H9
g*tgCOUPON EXPIRES 1231’7.3Q

masIer charge

San lose CA

Career Education Services Organization

’CAREER CONFERENCE FOR WOMEN’
MARCH 31-APRIL 1,1979, SAN JOSE CONVENTION CENTER
MEET REPRESENTATIVES FROM MAJOR COMPANIES:
EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS ARE ALSO COMING:
WORKSHOPS WILL BE PRESENTED:
COMPANIES
GENERAL ELECTRIC
NEW YORK LIFE
PETER BILT
F.M.C.
MARRIOTTS
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE
INTEL.
U.S. AIR FORCE
DYNIQUE
BANK OF AMERICA
F.B.I.
BURROUGHS
WATKINS JOHNSON
GOLDEN GATE UNIV.
MONTGOMERY WARD
MEMOREX

TRW
INTERSIL
FORD AEROSPACE
METROPOLITAN LIFE
CONTAINER CORP
XEROX
CONTROL DATA CORP.
PAUL MASSON
SIGNET ICS
EQUITABLE OF IOWA
FOOD MAKER (JACK IN THE BOX)
HEWLETT PACKARD
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
STANFORD UNIVESITY HOSPITAL
NASA AMES RESEARCH
SEARS

SANTA CLARA CO SERRIFFIS DEPT
AMPEX
SAN JOSE POLICE DEPT.
LOCKHEED
ROLM
ZILOG
U.S. NAVY
TANDEM WOMEN’S SUCCESS TEAM
TIMESAVERS
BURKE & ASSOCIATES
FAIRCHILD
INTERNATIONAL PAPER
OAKRIDGE REALTY
ST. MARY’S COLLEGE
AMDAHL
UNIVERSITY OF S.F

FOR THE SOON-TO-GRADUATE COLLEGE WOMAN WITH A DEGREE IN:
COMPUTER SCIENCES
ENGINEERING
FINANCE/ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS/MANAGEMENT

SATURDAY, MARCH 31st, or SUNDAY, APRIL 1st,
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. The $5.00
including workshops. Bring your resume.
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arts and entertainment
Prof plays two roles,
teacher and actress
By Darcy Asvitt
Having the best of both
worlds is how Donamarie
Dusty Reeds describes
her life. As associate
professor of Theater Arts
she teaches scene design
and acting at SJSU, and in
the summer she acts in
summer stock at the Barn
Theatre
in
Augusta,
Michigan.

photo by Ameba Ash/,y

onamarie (Dusty) Reeds, SJSU theatre arts professor, is at work on a scene design for the upcoming
roduction "House of Blue Leaves." Aside from teaching and set designing. Reeds acts in summer
tock.

Emmett ’Weary Willie’Kelley
dies at home at age 80
SARASOTA, Fla (AP) - Emmett Kelly, whose
sadsack clown "Weary
Willie"
delighted
audiences for half a century,
died humbly
yesterday; befitting the
soulful
character
he
created.
Kelly, who was 80, was
wearing pajamas and
carrying garbage to the
front of his home in this
Florida circus town when
he collapsed of an apparent
heart attack.
"It was sudden, and
peaceful," said Dr. Bob
Windom, Kelly’s physician.
"He just collapsed and fell
over. It would have been
the way he wanted to go.
He would not have wanted
to be restricted."
Kelly’s wife, Evi, tried
to revive him but Kelly was

pronounced dead at
Sarasota hospital. The two
had been together since
they met beneath- the big
top and were married 24
years ago. She, too, was a
circus performer.
Evi Kelly spoke fondly
of the dual character she’d
lived with.
Willie
"To him,
existed," Mrs. Kelly said.
"Willie was another person. He lived him so long.
The suit still hangs in its
own closet. Nobody could
fill his shoes. No way.
Weary Willie, I guess, now
will retire."
Kelly, who took his
droopy -eyed character
from the halls of burlesque
to the palaces of kings,
shunned the spotlight in his
private life. He hated
crowds and made no secret

Campus
Guitar Ensemble Concert performed by SJSU
students 8:15 tonight in the Music Concert Hall.
"Variations From Day to Day," a potpourris of ballet
and modern dances, 8 p.m. tonight through Saturday in
the University Theatre. $1.50 students; $3 general.
"The Gnog Show," sponsored by Kappa Sigma
Fraternity with host Dennis "Erectus," KOME disc
jockey. Show starts at 7:30 p.m. on Firday in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. $2.
Romeo Disco Rap-a-Thon Music by Disco Systems
LTD. Student Union Ballroom, Saturday 10 p.m. to 4 a.m.
$2 before 10:30 p.m.
Camera One: "The Big Fix" and "Chinatown"
tonight and tomorrow night; "A Slightly Pregnant Man"
and "Bed and Board" Saturday night. $2 for students,
$2.50 non-students. Call the theatre for times, 294-3800.
Bodega, Campbell: Mark Ford Band tomorrow night
and Saturday night. Call the Bodega for prices and times,
374-4000.
Country Store Sunnyvale: Poker Face, tonight; Fat
Chance tomorrow night, and Raven, Saturday. Call the
Country Store for prices and times, 736-0921.
Fargos Mountain View: Stardust, tonight through
Saturday. Call Fargos for prices and show times.
Smokey Mountian, Campbell: Stormground, tonight
and tomorrow: Chanter, Saturday. Call for prices and
show times, 866-8288.
The Wooden Nickel, Santa Clara: Glide, tonight;
Skycreek, tomorrow and Saturday. Call the Wooden
Nickel for prices and times, 247-0552.
Keystone, Berkeley: Greg Kihn Band, tomorrow
night, and Yesterday and Today, Saturday night. Call for
prices and show times, 415)841-9903.
Not-so-Local
Hay Fever," Noel Coward’s comedy, at ACT in San
Francisco. Call 415 ) 771-3880 for times and prices.
Alice Cooper and The Babies 8 p.m. Saturday at the
Oakland Coliseum. Call ( 415) 864-0815.
The Liberation of JML a frontier office fantasy by
George Crowe, 3 and 8 p.m. on Sunday at the Julian
Theater in San Francisco. Call 647-8098 for tickets.
"The All Night Strut," (a musical revue of songs from
the ’30s and ’40s, through April 15 at the "On Broadway
Theater" in San Francisco. Call (415) 398-0800 for times
and prices.

OPEN PARTY
SIGMA NU FRAT
155 So. 11th Street
Featuring Crystal Image
Thursday, March 29, 1979
9:00- 1:00 a.m.
SJSU I.D. required

of it, saying, "I deplore deeper than mere slapstick. He was a virtuoso as
them."
a delicate
In his last years, he he fashioned
comedy and
lived a quiet life outside mold of
show business, preferring tragedy.
Kelly created Willie
newspapers, television, or
chalk dust and
even his orange trees to out of
pathos. He brought him in
outsiders.
pantomime from the
Even at 80, Kelly drawing board through
refused to retire his silent vaudeville, the Ringling
greaspaint buddy who Brothers and Barnum and
would stumble into the Bailey Circus, trade shows,
center ring in ragged movies, plays, ice shows,
clothes, a dumpy hat, big television, sports arenas, to
floopy shoes and with an command performances
old broom futilely try to before kings and queens,
chase away a bothersome and in later years into
spotlight.
gambling casinos and
But Kelly’s art ran concert opera.

A busy lady. Reeds has
the best of both worlds
because she is able to
participate
in
the
professional theater, which
is not only exciting but a
constant learning experience she loves, she
said.

of
the
University
Washington, she and her
husband went to New York
where Reeds claim they
were "starving actors"
off-Broadway
between
shows.
Seeking fame amd
fortune, they headed west
to Hollywood where Reeds
worked both as a set
designer and an actress
while rasing a family. She
has two sons, one an actor

’I’d shrivel up and die if I
didn’t have a lot to do’

"I love every aspect of
the theater. It’s an exciting
field that in a way is bigger
that life. With each new
play you’re able to work
with different people and
every part and every set is
different, she exclaimed.
With some 60 musicals
and several
hundred
productions behind her,
Reeds reflects on how she
"stumbled" into acting and
set designing.
"Things have always
just happened for me. I
never sat a specific goal
and aimed for it, yet I
never lacked possibilities
or opportunities. I’ve been
very lucky."
Originally wanting to
be a book illustrator, Reeds
took a drama class in
school. It not only helped
her overcome shyness and
open a whole new world to
her, but she met her
husband, also an actor, in
her first production.
After graduating from

whom she has worked with
in several summer stock
plays.
At this point, Reeds
reveals that she had hopes
of her sons becoming
scientists, but points out
it’s almost too much to
expect of kids not to go into
the business, when they
grew up in a theatrical
family, living and
breathing the theater for so
long.
It is clearly obvious
from the pride in her voice
and the look on her face
when she speaks of her
sons that she is very proud
of them and the fact they
went into theater.
This same pride extends to her students whom
she constantly refers to
throughout the interview.
Reeds has a unselfish
tendency to break the flow
of conversation form
herself to the success
stories of her students.

Dance highlights ’Vision II’
SJSU instructor Janet
Van Swoll has reconstructed a dance, first
choreographed in 1958, for
"Vision II," the second
dance concert of the
academic year.
The concert will be
presented today through
Saturday in the University
Theater at 8 p.m. There
will also be a 1 p.m.
matinee today. Admission
is 81.50 for students and $3
general for all performances.
Tickets may be obtained
through
the
University Box Office.
Van Swoll and her
students began the process
of reconstructing the dance
in September.
Dance reconstruction
requires the translation of
notation symbols into exact
movements. The reconstructing choreographer
must retain the original
choreographer’s
intentions.
After the performers
learn the dance, their interpretation of the dance is
viewed by an expert from
the Dance Notation Bureau
in New York and must
approve the authenticity of
the reconstruction before it
may be staged.
The dance, "Variations
from Day to Day," was the
creation of Norman
Walker,
who
choreographed it for
students at New York

of
A
source
gratification for her. Reeds
went into teaching because
it was less demanding than
full-time
professional
theater and at the saint.
time satisfies her mance
feelings, she said.
Teaching 10 years
altogether, five of them at
SJSU, Reeds loves seeing
the students succeed. since
breaking in the business is
a difficult task.

"I love the contact with
the students. I don’t think
there should be any
barriers between teacher
and students so I like my
students to call me
Dusty.
Dusty is a nickname
carried over form her
college days in reference to
her dusty blonde hair.
A member of the Actors Equity Association
and of the Screen Actors

MUM
CHINESE FAST FOOD
Featuring:

The Combination Platter
Sweet n Sour Pork
Beef Broccoli
Egg Rolls
Tofu Vgetables
Pineapple Chicken

Chow Mein
Fried Rice
Curry Chickn
I.S.O. ChIckn
Pork Buns

$1.65
$2.05

$2.45

Corner of 8th and E. Santa Clara

MIttOtta
off

THE Combination
Platter
except lunch and weekend special
Wasted Corner of
Stir and E. Santa Clore

Dance students Melinda Martin (left) and Sandy Schultz will perform in
"Variations from Day to Day," part of the upcoming Vision II production at
SJSU.
City’s High School of
t’erforming Arts.
It will be performed to
Brahms’ "Variations on a
Theme of Haydn." Seven
students will dance the
piece, one for each day of
the week.
Vision II will include a
variety of ballet and
modern dances. All are
performed
and
choreographed
by
students.

GREEK WEEK

GOOD THROUGH APRIL 30, 1979

April 16-20
TUESDAY
April 17

WEDNESDAY
April 18

THURSDAY
April le

Sign up at

Election Board

8.B.Q. Ribs
Pork Chow Tub
Binh Bell Peppers
Spicy Reef
Chicken Chow Yuk

Any two selections
Any three selections
Any four selections

ELECTION POLL
ASSISTANTS NEEDED

Election Days:
April 3, 4 and 5

Someday Reeds would
like to direct a production
of SJSU, but for now is
quite content doing just
what she is.

Menu subject to change due to availability

Have an hour or more?

the
Student Union
Information Desk

!WM is currently
working on sets for -House
of Blue Leaves- a
product Iii of the Theatre
Arts Department and sets
for the Opera WIprkshop
Produi hon, along with
teaching classes.
-I’d shrivel up and die
if I daln’t have a lot to do. It
seems the 1111/re S on have to
do. the more you can do:’’
she decla rei
Although her job is
time consuming. it is
pleasurable because of the
the
compati liii i y
in
deparm nt, according to
Heeds.
-The team that works
here is very compatible.
Plays are art forms which
demand coining together of
all
people that are
specialists yet have to work
together.
The ensemble feeling
you get is what’s needed in
the acting company as well
as Bic technical comapny
and enables the production
to be better,’’

( ;IOW.

VOTE
April 3
4 and 5

IS THE WORD
IS THE WORD...
IS TNE WORD...

FOR EVERYONE!

FRIDAY
Aprll 20

GREEK SING COMPETITION
S.U. Amphitheater, Noon
BARMY( for SHARI students
7th St .Pits 3-5pm
TOURNAMENT COMPETITION
Student Union morning
SCHOOL SURVIVAL GAME
Art Quad. 11-1pm
GAMES
Art Quad 11.Ipm
CAMPUS PARTY Theta Chi fraternity
123S 11th St 9pm-tom FREE
STUDENT UNION ORGANIZATION DAY
A special chance for your club to
use the Student Union
call 277-3227 for information.
INSTALLATION OF NEW FRATERNITY
Order of Omega
GREEK TALENT SHOW
Morris Doily Auditorium
7pm FREE
NIGHT AT THI STUDENT UNION
7 30pm $I 00 Admission
Featuring. Disco by Peter 8
Live Bands
Casino gambling
S F Comedian Mark McCollum
Ref re,hments

JOIN IN!!!
CALL 277-2191
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arts and entertainment
Good book but bad movie

i3 c
lati

’Bell Jar’ misses notes
Hy Anne Houghteling

"The Bell Jar,"
opening tomorrow in
San Jose, is an excellent
example of how to make
a bad movie out of a
good book.
The movie is loosely
based on Sylvia Plath’s
1962 autobiographical
novel describing a
young women’s descent
into madness. With
sensitivity and bitter
humor, Plath chronicled
the misadventures Qf a
brilliant college poet of
the 1950’s during the
young women’s stint as
a guest editor of a New
York fashion magazine.
The book’s vivid,
first person portrayal of
the lowering of the "bell
jar" of insanity made
many reviewers refer to
it as a female "Catcher
in the Rye."
The movie version,

however, manages to
leave out all of the satire
and poignancy that has
made Plath’s book into
a minor classic. Instead, the film merely
shows off a dull girl who
has the irritating habit
of screaming at the top
of her lungs.

declares
Esther
she’s a poet and bellows
"I’m neurotic as hell."
None of it’s believable.
Hassett comes off as
slightly dense and about
as poetic as a Mack
truck.
Her acting’s flat,
bringing out none of the

The movie’s failure
must be blamed on inept
acting in the leading
role and some poor
direction. A weak, illconceived script doesn’t
help the film either.
Esther Greenwood,
the young poet and
alter -ego,
Plath’s
needed to be played by
an actress capable of
immediately capturing
the audience’s interest
and sympathy. Marilyn
Hasset, who played
recently in "The Other
Side of the Mountain.
Part I and II," manages
to do neither.

observed

into gross caricatures.
Esther’s mother,
fellow students and
editors of the fashion
magazine are reduced
to stereotypes such as
Long
Suffering
Mother," "Bitchy Lady
Editor," and "Dumb
Blonde Southern G ir ’
Screenwriter Marjorit Kellogg doesn’t do
any better by the
material. Instead of
mining the wealth of the
book itself, she tries to
capitalize on the cult
surrounding Plath’s
own stormy life by inunneeded
serting
biographical references
into the movie.

Movie
review
complexity of character
that would have given
the movie a center.
With a void in the
center, ’The Bell Jar"
just stumbles along
under the generally
clodish direction of
Larry Peerce.
entirely
Peerce
misses the depth and
charm of Plath’s novel.
He

turns

her

characters

A lot of acting talent
is misused in "The Bell
Jar." In secondary
roles, Julie Harris,
Anne Jackson and
Robert

wittily

Klein

the

comedian

.rof
barely

survive the mishmash
created by the director
and screenwriter.
Harris appears as
Esther’s well-meaning
but ineffectual mother;
Jackson
as
the
psychiatrist who treats
Esther after the bell jar
of madness descends:
and Klein ass lecherous
DJ. Esther encounters
in New York.
-The Bell Jar"
might hold some interest for those unfamiliar with the work
it’s based on. On second
thought, though, without
the
background
provided by the book,
the
movie
would
probably
be
incomprehensible.
The answer is to
spend $2.50 for the
paperback and avoid
the movie.

good times guide
Oil 411 Ile

11141111

FLAPPER
MCGIKS

411

41101104111111 1111111

VE

There’s Something
for Everyone...
Everywhere...in the

ICOICENIIII
211.

HIGH - STEPPIN
SHOW YOUR
STUDENT BODY CARD
AND GET IN FREE!

411111

7,c

GET DOWN TO
THE BEAT OF

PlAyiNg: Thuns.-SAT. This %Val<

111111 411

Japanese
Cuisine

$1.00 off on women’s
T-Shirts
$2.00 off on our
women’s Pants!

Good Times Guide

LUNCH MON-FRI
se TO Pga
DINNER NON SAT 5:30 TO WOO

WI

We have every style
and size to fit your needs
WITH THIS AD
WE HAVE OVER 400 TRANSFERS
ALL INCLUDED WITH PURCHASE
OF T-SHIRTS

2 LS’3914- 6

I NG SMATOGA
AT PAM no PU2A Caff(0)

it

DON ChAMbERIAiN
HOST of KXRX
CAtifORNiA GiRLS
WEdNESdAy NiqiITS

MIKE’S HEROES RESTAURANT

.me small pun frit’
ma Aim pail pram

Call 998-0616
29 San Pedro, San Jose
San Pedro Square

One coupon per customer
(Expires April 4,19791
3540991
OPEN 7 DAYS,
"Take Our" Upstairs/Old TOW/7
50 University Am., Los Gatos
OM

Hot & Cold Hero Sandwiches
Party Heroes - 4’ & 6’
Beer & Wine
Italian & Mexican Dinners
Open 7 days
11a.m. 10p. m
51.79-S2.99
Phone orders welcome (Travel containers titipplie.d)
1362 S. Winchester

20840 Stevens Creek

San Jose, CA

Cupertino, CA

374-3840

253-3194

I

COMFORTABLE
TEE
Capitol Ave.
390 North
Inside Mall 923-3014

10% off with ad
(Expires 4/12/791

L.

eimemimemsmsmmielff-diE

Akih0

soft
frozen
yogurt

30 47*

south
’owl central ave.
campbell calif.
374-4000

PRESENTS

THE
OHIO PLAYERS
THURSDAY
MARCH 29th

Spartan
Daily
reaches
over
30,000
people
day

Tickets at BASS
Must be 21

with this coupon
thru April 1
Thursday

JOE’S

SPECIAL?

Ask a friend.

Sunday

for]

Buy one cone
get one free

(FROZEN YOGURT)

apple-cinnomon . . . ollalyberry . . .
mixed fruit . , . cantaloupe . . straw. . . blueberrycream
berrybanana
peach . . . chocolate . . .
cheese .
vanilla . . . banana . . . blueberry . . .
pineapple . . . raspberry . . . blueberry .
. strawberrycream
.
cantaloupe
cheese .

AA)

What’s a

F r no Food.

Spots and Gaming

360 South Saratoga Avenue
at Stevens Creek Boulevard
San Jose, CA 95129
Telephone 408 244-3333

etc.

Gqrden of
Frozen Delights

80 Valley Fair Shopping Center
243-9988

DINNER SERVED UNTIL

12 A.M
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ubject of prof’s ’last lecture
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By Leanne Augusto
At the time Proposition
i came on the scene, inlatton was a big political
ssue, Jack Kurzweil, SJSU
rofessor in the electrical
ngineering department,
aid in Tuesday’s Last
ecture.
The two intersected
nd found themselves on
he front page," he said.
The topic of his lecture
as "Proposition 13 and
he Constitutional Conention."
In his lecture, Kurzweil
old his views of why
Proposition 13 passed while
revious
amendments
ave not. He said a bill,
or much like proposition
3 was on the ballot in the
arly ’60s
The amendment was
oted down, Kurzweil said.
n
every
subsequent
lection similar bills were
oted down by the public
nd when Proposition 13
ame along the voters
idn’t take much notice of
I becuase they thought it
was just another one of
hose "crackpot" amendments, he added.
"Many people opposed
Proposition 13 didn’t
think it would win, but it
id," Kurzweil said. "Why

POO

be made
programs.

welfare

in

"I hear this !cutting
back the welfare budget )
and I hear racism,"
Kurzweil said. "to fail to
confront the real issues
leads you to the right
wing."
Another bill similar to
Proposition 13, the Petris
Bill, Kurzweil said, gave
rent relief, but no relief to
big businesses. It came to
be known as the "People’s
Tax Bill."

the difference? Why is it,
after all of the others went
down in defeat. Propostiion
13 won by a landslide?" he
asked.
Kurzwiel said the
difference lay in the switch
of the vote because of inflation. The switch occured
within the labor unions and
the middle classes, he

noted. These two factors
nad never voted for this
type of amendment before
because they would be
considered part of the left
wing, Kurzweil said.
In a poll taken on the
day of the Proposition 13
election, Kurzweil said, a
majority of the people
believed budget cuts should

At a labor luncheon
meeting, State Senator
Jerry Smith, D-San Jose,
and State Senator Al
Alquist, D-San Jose agreed
on the only thing they
probably ever agreed on.
Kurzweil said. Neither one
liked the Petris Bill
because it gave rent relief.
That bill was also "torpedoed, "he said.
Concerning the Constitutional Convention,
which is proposed in order
to balance the federal
budget, Kurzweil said the
people’s answer is "We’re
going to force them to

balance the federal budget
and thus do away with the
main cause of mounting
inflation --the federal
deficit."
Kurzweil said it scared
him when no one in the
government would talk
about big business or
military spending being the
cause of inflation.
said
Kurzweil
minorities, who he said are
poor people, will get the
brunt of budget cuts.

He said before a person
can make a decision on a
social issue he must first
decide with whom his real
interests are allied. Kurzweil siad you cannot deal
with any question without
dealing with the question of
racism and sexism.
Kurzweil said that
there is a question of
balancing the budget by
increasing federal military
spending. He said Carter
has racist politics

()how!, try Civil n rrrtO
SJSU Professor Jack Kurzweil spoke at Tuesday’s
Last Lecture. Kurzweil, with the electrical
engineering department, blamed inflation as the
main reason why Prop. 13 passed. He said that
the main cause of mounting inflation is the federal
deficit and that the government is reluctant to talk
about it
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Our Pleasure is to Please
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La Casa Ochoa
vour nevi peyote attar

Formerly Los Merequetengues

172 West Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA
293-2124

here s a chance
to solve the case
of the missing LP
Stop by now to
investigate rooms full of new and
old albums Bring
your unwanted LPs
for cash or credit

$1.00 off with this ad

SPECIALIZING IN JAZZ,
BLUES AND ROCK
Dedicated to our or pont corrector s
and [teen Condition record trade-Ins
0 yesterday and today

MEN

-tlirZ,
NIr

The
Tower Saloon

The
Docketed
RECORD
Collector

,

HOUSESSI

On the observation level
of the Reid-Hillview Airport.
(Across from Eastridge)

THE
SPARTAN
DAILY
277-3175

Thursday
March 29

5DILL

Lahaina
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Friday
March 30

Hot Damn Band
Saturday
March 31

Welcome Back

New World
Jazz Ensemble
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JOHN & SUZANNE
Fri. and Sat. Nights
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Chinese Cuisine

923-1565
t98 I Capitol Are At Berryessa Rd I San Jose
Nem To Alpha Bela
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The Tower Saloon
163W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose
295-2430

Bill Grandstaff
Larry Eddo
Kyle Catterlin
solos
Tues. Wed. Thur, Respectively 811!

ROSE GARDENS

presents

Open Noon -7 Wed -Sun
56N BascomAve SanJose95128
1408) 294-6868

ItOt Baron(

Finest in
Mandarin and Szechwan
Dining
ALSO FOOD TO GO

Attention
record collectors!

(Acrdss from Tower Saloon)
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Ray Ju
2272 Filbert St
San Francisco. CA 94123
415-929-7674

Authentic Mexican Food
Warm, Friendly Atmosphere
Beer & Wine
Dinner Served from 5-10 p.m.
Closed Sunday

STEAK

Superb lood and .er,
... I
highly recommend 11.(4-Gar(1111,
(;I. Salo

Always Free!

,

ti

Steaks, Seafood, Prime Rib
Champagne Sunday Brunch
Entertainment Tues.-Sat.

8 HOUR SERVICE

923-6060
oot
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CLASSIC EAST INDIAN CUISINE

Sperializkg Jm
Fins Vegetarian& Mom Dishes’
Eat Nero or Take Horne
Toes Thew Fri lunch 1110 2:00
Dinner 5:30 11.00
Dinner Fre & Sol 6:00- 900
Closed Sun. & Mon.
0 I
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10% off with this ad.
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Henderson Shopping Center
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sports
Can two divorced ballclubs live together?
I h)o doo, dot (,x, duo duo
kguo unit n tu,i,
-On Novbember it. the Vallejo team of the California
asked
to remove itself from its place
was
Baseball 1.eaitue
if residence_ That request came from its wife...er, the
..ity of Vallejo.
-With nowhere else to go, the Vallejo team arrived at
the home of its friend Joe Gagliardi. Several months
earlier. Gagliardi and his baseball team, the Missions,
had been kicked out of their home...er. league, and asked
never to return.
"Can two divorced teams live in the same valley
without driving each other crazy and out of business?"
Whether this area’s baseball version of The Odd
Couple - the San Jose Missions and the Santa Clara
Padres - can set up shop successfully in what has been a
lean area for professional baseball remains to be seen.
’rhe Padres arrived in Santa Clara in a somewhat
round-about manner. They first roosted in Santa Rosa,
then in Vallejo, but found the nests irrtuffkiently
feathered in both locations.
Neither city could make a suitable ball park ready in
time for the opening of the league season.
So the team’s owner, Dr. Tom Leonard, settled on
Santa Clara.
But use of that city’s municipal ballpark, Washington
Park. could not be secured for more than 20 or so games.
So Leonard went to Gagliardi, owner of the Missions,
and arrangements were made for the Padres to play the
rest of their games at San Jose Municipal Stadiwn. the
Missions’ home park.
The Padres, then, would appear to be an orphan of the
storm, hanging out in Santa Clara until better fortunes
appear on the horizon elsewhere.
II;, . Missions are in a similar boat. T he comedown
from the Class AAA PCI, to the (’laass A Cal League is a
significant one. They never drew decently t less than 1,000
per game last season) in either of their two years in the
PCL, and common sense would seem to indicate that an
audience that isn’t attracted to PCI, ball won’t buy a
lesser brand of baseball, either.
All in all, it doesn’t really look like a promising living
arrangement for either of the tenants at Muni this summer.
But the Santa Clara franchise - if it can weather the
unsteady navigation of any maiden voyage and build a
follossam - just might have a future.
Santa Clara - more so than any other city in the
. isith the possible exception of Campbell - goes gami m.o. baseball. Its youth teams have placed high in
national competition many times and have produced a
number of outstanding players - the most well known
being Carney I ansford of the California Angels.
The city has subsidized the youth baseball leagues for

#14)

cleat
marks
By Chuck Hildebrand
Daily Sports Editor

some time and seems to recognize the importance of the
youth programs - not only baseball, but other endeavors
such as soccer, Pop Warner football and swim clubs, to
name just three.
There is an established baseball following in Santa
Clara, and with the right kind of promotion that following
could be transferred to the Padres.

Washington Park enjoyable
What’s the "right kind of promotion?" Glad you
asked.
Washington Park is a throwback to the heyday of
baseball - an old covered grandstand made entirely of
wood, stands within a long hangnail of the field and an
intimacy you just don’t see in ballparks any more.
There are some problems with Washington Park. Its
seating capacity 11,200) will have to be increased. It
needs a new scoreboard, restroom and concession
facilities are terribly inadequate, there’s no press box and
a new clubhouse would be useful.
But the place does have one very important asset going
for it - it’s a thoroughly enjoyable place to take in a
ballgame.
Because of its wooden structure and covered grandstand, every sound reverberates - making the noise
generated by 500 people sound like 5,000. That breeds
enthusiasm.
Washington Park is a baseball park - not a
multipurpose stadium in which the comfort and proximity
of the fans is sacrificed. And it recaptures some of the
aesthetic qualities of the good old-fashioned days of
baseball.
Logically, then, the Padres would do well to promote
this aspect of their product. Everytime fans walk into
Washington Park, they’re descending back 40 years in

Coordinator of Booster Club

Clark seeks baseball funds
By Dan Wood
There probably aren’t
too many people around
happier about SJSU’s
success this season in the
California
Northern
Baseball Association than
Ed Clark.
Clark, 55, is coordinator of the SJSU
baseball booster club, and
dedicated to doing all he
can to improve the Spartans’ diamond fortunes.
-The purpose of this
organization is to raise
scholarship money for the
baseball team," Clark
explained.
"I want us to be on a
par with Cal. Stanford and
Santa Clara," Clark said.
"That is my immediate
goal."
The club is in its first
year, and like any new
project, is suffering a few
growing pains. There are
33 members so far.
Clark, a member of the
Spartan Faindation for 16
years, is full of ideas on
how to raise money.
Some
of
the
possibilities he’s looking at
are celebrity tennis
matches and softball
games, top name entertainment,
and
an
exhibition baseball game
with the San Francisco
Giants.
Clark hopes to build a
permanent scholarship
program, one that will
provide SJSU with the
maximum amount of
scholarships possible.
"You’ve got to have a
solid organization to make
it last," Clark said. "It just
can’t be done in one year."
A native of Plainview,
Texas, Clark grew up in
Oklahoma City, where he
played baseball in his
younger days.
He played second base
on two high school state
championship teams there,
Clark said.
"I could get on base a
lot," he said. "I was a little
guy, 5’7" and 130 pounds.
"I think I’ve shrunk
since then."
He spent time in the
Coast Guard, Army and Air
Force.
Clark has lived in San
He
Jose since 1948.
recently retired from his
job as a mailman, after

time - and promotions and publicity reminding them of
that fact would probably yield sizeable dividends.
The community identity Santa Clarans have, at least
when it comes to athletics, could be milked profitably in
promotions and publicity.
Most importantly, Santa Clara isn’t a town in
competition for "big league" status. Therefore, it is more
likely to take to Cal I,eague ball and less likely to compare
it with the major league teams just up the freeway.
That comparision - the Cal Legaue to the major
leagues - was what mortally wounded the PCI. Missions
and will continue to prove troublesome to the "new"
Missions this season.
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S.J. has inferiority complex
Because their town constantly suffers in cornparision to Oakland and San Francisco, San Joseans are
afflicted with a collective inferiority complex.
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They must have big-league, first-class sports - and
their enthusiasm for anything less (such as last year’s
Missions) ranges from lukewarm to downright frigid.
To draw decently the Class A Missions must provide
something that no other baseball show in town - the
Giants, the A ’s, or even the Padres for that matter - can
match.
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Accordingly, their promotions should emphasize the
uniqueness of the club and the atmosphere.
Of course, it would help if the Missions actually did
have something unique about their operation. Some local
players on the roster may help; so might a familyoriented setup similar to that used so successfully by the
San Jose Earthquakes.
In any case, the Missions must seek out the fans much
more actively than they have in the past. The atmosphere
around the stadium must be improved; the personnel at
Muni last year was, for the most part, rather rude.
They must court the youth groups in the San Jose area
- groups they virtually ignored in the past. They must put
their product in the storefront window for all to see, and
then they must entertain the fans once they arrive at the
ballpark.

Total entertainment a must
Most fans aren’t sophisticated enough to be able to
appreciate baseball on its own merits. They need to be
wined and dined, made to laugh and tap their feet and
generally given a complete evening of entertainment.
This could be accomplished with such things as live
bands, contests in which the fans can participate, perhaps
a novelty such as a particularly zany P.A. announcer ( an
idea which went over very well in Salinas last season) and
other techniques aimed at making a ballgame at Muni a
unique experience.
Both new teams have tough assignments ahead of
them.
And how long the two roomies can continue their cohabitation in the Santa Clara Valley depends on how

peti

Joe Gagliardi
quickly and how completely they can satisfy their Ian dlords - the fans.
After the failure of the PCI, here, it may be the last
chance for the San Jose area to prove it can support
professional baseball.

J. KRISHNAMURTI
Philosopher, author and teacher will speak at the Oak Grove,
Meiners Oaks, in Ojai, California:
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THE WHOLENESS
OF LIFE
New talks and dialogues
disclose fresh aspects of
Krishnainurli s teaching
Krishnan-hob discusses with
physicist David BONI, and
psychiatrist David Shainburg
the source of human Misery, then
takes up in public and private talks how
the direct perception of the world by
consciousness dself can be achieved
$795 at bookstores
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American Red Cross
photo by Jet

Pohorsh

Ed Clark, coordinator of the SJSU Baseball Boosters Club, ponders the
action during a recent game.
having a route near the
SJSU campus for 17 years.
That he said, has given
him a good deal of perception toward SJSU.
"I have an insight that
even the professors don’t,"
Clark said. "When you’re a
mailman right next to the
campus for 17 years, you
get to know the students
real good."
From that, he’s drawn
one definite conclusion.
"This is one of the best
universities in the country," Clark said.
According to Clark,
there are two goals left in
his life.
One is to get a perbaseball
manent
scholarship program going
at SJSU, and the other is to
live 40 more years.

"I want to beat the
government out of a
pension," Clark said.

"I have a West Texas
stubborn streak in me, and
I’ll keep plugging away."

641.0,2
Which direction to choose?
Is not the answer obvious? Investing in real estate
helps to establish a progressive trend. When choosing a
firm to represent you I hope that answer is also obvious. A firm that assures you progressive results.

Antique grallig
FARZAD
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS
19601 McKean Rd. San Jose Tel 268-1150

The American Red Cross is having a Blood Drive.
Come and donate a pint of blood. Your donation could
make all the difference in the world to someone in
need. Please remember that someday it may be you,
who are in need.
Win a pair of tickets to see the "Earthquakes."
(One drawing each day)
The American Red Cross Blood Drive
March 28, 29 and 30
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom
(For more information call: 292-6242.)
Sponsored By
Associated Student Body
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By Steve Carp
What’s happening around here?
ITEM: Spartans win NCAA crown
No, it wasn’t the SJSU Spartans but it was
Magic and th.! boys taking it to the Bird and Co.
Through all the hubub about Earvin Johnson, Greg
Keiser and the lack of Jud Heathcote’s smiling, a
little-known guard, Terry Donnelly, took advantage
of that once-in -a -lifetime opportunity by pumping in
15 points and getting a bit of recognition.
Donnelly is one of those players you don’t notice
until he’s out of the lineup. While it didn’t matter
that he was dumped in the Penn game and forced to
the sidelines, you didn’t notice it because Michigan
State was ahead by so much.
But in the close games, that’s when you appreciate a Terry Donnelly. He doesn’t shoot often,
but they go in when he does. He doesn’t pass the ball
a lot, but when he does, it usually leads to two
points. In other words, the man is clutch.
He is one of those unsung heroes, and he is the
type of player I admire. Just do your job and be
satisfied.
So I salute you Terry Donnelly, a true competitor and a real champion.
ITEM: Morrison takes USC hoop job.
This is no surprise. I kinds thought Stan
wouldn’t like hotels. i He had taken a job with a hotel
chain I. After all, I hear he’s not the greatest
Monopoly player in the world.
All kidding aside. I think Stan Morrison
deserves this chance and I also think that he’s
inherited one of the nation’s best teams for next
year.
Morrison’s life is coaching and according to one
source, used the hotel job as a means of keeping the
press off his back. What is surprising is that he
didn’t follow his former Pacific boss, Cedric
Dempsey, to San Diego State,
For Morrison, The USC job is one that really
couldn’t be turned down and I think Morrison will
wind up in Indianapolis at this time next year.
USC got a class individual to lead the basketball
program and a helluva coach.
ITEM:Umps get OK to stay out from judge.
Bravo! Finally someone has come to his senses
and realized that you need to have umpires treated
as individuals, not as a group. The baseball owners
ought to get their heads out of the ground and
remember this is 1979, not 1929.
Umpires, like ballplayers, have varied degrees
of abilities and competence. It only makes sense to
reimburse a person for his ability.For instance, if
Ron Luciano is a better umpire than Bill Haller,
doesn’t it seem fair that the better umpire be paid
more?
Umpires are as important to baseball as the
ballplayers. Believe me, if you go to the ballpark
and see minor league umpires working major
league games, you will notice the difference. The
games just won’t run as smoothly.
Like the ballplayers, these umps are pros and
should be given the courtesy and respect the players
get and have been getting.
ITEM: Templeton gives Cards ultimatum.
This is the latest in the era of the "crybaby
ballplayer." This is a guy who batted .175 in spring
training, had a poor year for a terrible club, and is
making $130,000 a year.
Now this turkey says he’s not going to try to
play hard or do his best unless he gets more bread.
Can you believe the gall of this guy? Is that what
"professional" means?
It’s players like Gary Templeton who ruin the
game with their ultimatums and don’t produce. It’s
a shame that good money is wasted on a person like
that.
If Templeton isn’t pleased with $130 grand, I
know a lot of ballplayers who would be, including
myself. Maybe I should polish my spikes and oil my
glove. Heck, even I could play shortstop for the
Cards.
These squeeze plays have got to stop. The fans
will not put up with it, especially in baseball, where
people do things old-hat (did you read this column
earlier? I.
If I was Gussie Busch, I’d make Templeton stay
in St. Louis and roast on the bench all summer in the
105-degree heat. That way he won’t have to worry
about Templeton putting out.
ITEM: NHL takes in four WHA teams
While we aren’t affected directly by the merger
between the two hockey leagues, it is important that
the salary wars and raiding of under-age talent
ended for the good of the sport.
After all, hockey is essentially a Canadian sport
and it makes good sense to add three Canadian
franchises ( Quebec City, Winnepeg and Edmonton )
along with New England.
Hockey can only benefit from the merger. With
one league, some intense rivalries can develop.
Montreal-Quebec, New England-Boston, Vancouver-Winnepeg and Toronto-Edmonton come to
mind as geographical feuds.
If the NHI. is smart, it will do two things. First,
while adding the four WHA teams, it should drop
four weak NHI. sisters. St. Louis, Colorado,
Washington and Atlanta come to mind. The four
WHA teams are strong enough to battle for the
Stanley Cup right now, thanks to the heavy import
of Europeans.
Second. reduce the schedule to 70 games and
play a shorter season along with making it a little
tougher to make the playoffs. The NHL would be
setting a welcome precedent by making it harder
instead of easier to make the playoffs.
Too many sports rely on the playoffs to make
their money. Instead of building up their product,
the leagues water it down and try to pawn the
playoffs as the "best of.
;
Here’s a chance for hockey to redeem itself and
maybe land a national TV contract. It wouldn’t hurt
if the NHL started playing hockey again either by
putting a lid on violence.
ITEM: Giants-Padres open In Japan In ’SO
I’ll tell you one thing, you won’t have to worry
about any traffic jams on the Bayshore near Candlestick.

The ups and downs of sports
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It’s a washout
for tennis team
This week was a total
washout for the SJSU
men’s tennis teamat least
from a meteorological
standpoint.
The
Spartans’
scheduled matches with
Colorado Monday, Pacific
Tuesday and West Valley
College Wednesday were
all rained outleaving the
netters "screwed and
tattooed," in the words of
coach Butch Krikorian.
That’s because the
team is traveling to
Southern California next
week for three matches
including one with
nationally
top-ranked
UCLAand a bit of court
time this week would have
come in handy.
SJSU will also be
facing USC and Long
Beach State while
traveling down to Los
Angeles.
"With these relatively
easy matches we’ve had
lately, it’s hard to say how
much we’ve improved. We
haven’t had a tough match
since we played Stanford
and Cal. But now everyone
is gunning for those
matches in Southern
California."
The Spartans lost to
UCLA and were rained out
against USC in competition
last spring.
"Our guys are pretty
familiar with all the
players on those teams. We
played UCLA last year and
we’ve played against those
other players in various
tournaments," Krikorian
said.

In the world of sports, it is possible to climb to majestic heights and plummet to unprecedented
depths with equal grace. In the photo at left, gymnast Lone Olson pulls herself up during a performance on the parallel bars. She accumulated a season -high 31.85 point total in all-around
competition at the recent AIAW Regionals. In the photo at right, assistant baseball coach Sam
Piraro hits the dirt, thereby indicating to a Spartan baserunner to do the same. The baseballers are
20-12 overall entering their series with Nevada -Reno this weekend.

The Spartan coach said
that he isn’t worried about
the possibility of his squad
overlooking the three
matches this week and
gearing themselves totally
for the Southern California
trip.
"I don’t think it’ll
happen. When you get in a
match and fall behind to
someone you know you
should beat, you just have
to bear down and concentrate, and I think our
guys will be able to do that
with the schools we’ll be
playing this week," he
said.
However, Krikorian
was quick to add that the
Spartans are already
beginning to psych thermselves up for UCLA, USC
and Long Beach State.
"After we get through
with these three matches,
the guys will be mentally
prepared. They’ve had
some long range goals and
they want to win those
matches down there.
The netters, now 8-2 on
the season, are at Long
Beach State Monday at 2
p.m. They move on to
UCLA the following day at
2 p.m. and complete the
trip with a 1:15p.m. match
at USC.
Krikorian said his
squad is in good shape
hasn’t
physicallywhich
been the case most of the
year. No. 1 singles player
Nial Brash has been able to
shrug off the shoulder
injury he suffered earlier
this year in an auto accident and Don Paulson is
recovered from an ankle
sprain.

SCIENCE, ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE GRADUATES:
Join our OPEN HOUSE in Sunnyvale
Saturday, April 7th 9AM - 4PM
for COLLEGE GRADS
Call Collect Weekdays (408)742-7194
for Interview Appointment

Lockheed Missiles & Space Company is a name worth remembering. Our career opportunities have
never been better for graduates eager for a challenging, responsible, meaningful environment. Your
talents will expand with the diversification of programs we have to offer, and your lifestyle will be pushed toils limit, with nearby beaches, ocean fishing, boating, wine country, fine schools, theatres, sporting
events, and our year ’round sunny, fresh air atmosphere

Investigate the following opportunities available at Lockheed
Guidance System Analysis
Advanced Communications
Systems
RF Antenna Engineering
Scientific Programming
and Analysis
Electro-Optical Systems
and Analysis
Test Equipment Design
Reliability Engineering
Structural Dynamics

Harrah’s
RENO

c?rjel,

Thermodynamics

Simulation
Software Systems
Development
Applications Programming
Control Systems Engineering
Signal Processing Systems
Digital Circuit Design
Microprocessor Applications
and Software
Mini & Micro Computer
Architecture
Systems Definition & Analysis
Structural Analysis

Stress Analysis

Now Interviewing:

Satellite Operations
MAJORS IN ASTRONOMY, METEOROLOGY, PHYSICS AND ELECTRONICS Shift Work Involved

Harrah’s Personnel Representatives
will be interviewing for immediate and
future openings in such areas as:

Conduct program.specific satellite flight test operations during readiness, execution and evaluation
phases Develop the detailed plans arid procedures for the Mission Control Team functional areas to pro
vide maximum mission support We will provide in-house training

MAINTENANCE AND
CASINO
(’LEANING
FOOD PREPARATION
HOTEL
FOOD SERVICE
0E11 cE AREAS

Several positions offer opportunities at all levels Interested’

Harrah’s offers competitive pay, an
outstanding benefit package and a
housing referral program.
Permanent training schools for ’21’
and Craps Dealers are conducted only for
employees who meet the competitive
requirements and are scheduled based on
need.
To arrange for an interview, contact
the Career Planning and Placement
Office, Business Classroom - 013, before
Monday, April 2,1979,5:00 p.m.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

IF YOU DIDN’T

MEET OUR CAMPUS REPS WHEN THEY WERE HERE...

COME JOIN US AT OUR OPEN HOUSE SATURDAY, APRIL 7th FROM 9AM - 4 PM.
Call collect for interview appointment wePhdayS at i408) 742 7194 It unable to call or stop by please forward
your resume to College Placement Officer, 1184 North Mathilda, Sunnyvale. CA 94086 We are an equal mot
tunity affirmative action employer US otitenship is required

LOCKHEED
NI/SSILES AL SPACE COMPANY
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Purcell back on the upswing
By Steve Carp
Kim Purcell has been playing competitive tennis for the last three years. She
has developed into SJSU’s No. 1 women’s
player. Yet she almost chucked it all two
weeks ago in Sacramento.
Purcell, 23, has been riding the proverbial
roller coaster her whole life.She has had ups
and downs but the real peaks and valleys
didn’t come until three years ago.
But first, an introduction to Kiln Purcell.
Born and raised in San Anselmo, Purcell
lived the life of a tomboy, playing baseball
and football until she got to Sir Francis Drake
High.
At Sir Francis Drake, Purcell picked up a
tennis racquet and wound up making the
girl’s tennis team. Unfortunately, the team
wasn’t very good and Purcell didn’t take the
game very seriously.
In 1973, Purcell enrolled at Chico State
and played tennis there for a year, it was at
this time that Purcell began to experience the
trials and tribulations of life.
"I wasn’t enjoying college at all in Chico.
I was living in a women’s dorm and the
lifestyle was dull. I wasn’t really serious
about tennis and I hadn’t set any real goals."
"The only reason I was going to school,"
she continued. , "was to get away from
home."
The next Christmas, Purcell went home
and wound up changing her entire life.
"I was playing one night and I met this
guy at the club. He told me that I had a lot of
talent and that I wasn’t near my potential."
That guy was Brian Walker. He began to
work with Purcell on her game while at the
same time, giving her encouragement and
helping her set some goals.
Purcell quit school and she and Walker
lived together for the next three years.
During this time, Purcell honed her skills and
developed her confidence and her new outlook
on life.
"Brian helped me learn not to quit, to be
mentally tough and to be confident in my
photo bt, David K,ormt,

Kim Purcell, the No. 1 singles player on the women’s tennis team, prepares
for a backhand in recent action.

Quakes open Saturday;
’entirely different team’
coach in the American what Terry wants me to do.
By Steve Carp
Don’t be surprised Soccer League but has I’d like to get between 20-25
when you see the new San returned to San Jose and goals this year. I think if I
Jose Earthquakes at was appointed captain by get the ball, I can
produce."
Spartan Stadium Saturday Fisher.
at 8 p.m.
"Laurie has looked
The ball. That was one
The Quakes open their great so far. He seems to be thing Child didn’t get last
1979 North American in the best shape of his life year but he thinks that the
Soccer League season and he’s been a real leader 4-4-2 will work to his adPortland on and off the field. Terry vantage.
against the
Timbers and Quakes made a great move in
"Last year, everything
Child is naming Laurie captain and
Paul
forward
was done on the wings and I
warning the fans not to be he’s been a very good one was getting maybe two
shocked as to what they’ll so far."
chances a match. This
see.
Child expects a year, we’ve got the midthe
’This is an entirely physical game from
fielders who can get the
different team from last Timbers, who finished ball into the middle and it
very-tough
4-4-2
the
second in
year. We’re playing a
creates more chances for
and this will get us more National Conference West.
me."
exciting
more
and
goals
"Portland likes to play
The Timbers are led by
play from the mid- it rough and I expect us to forwards Clive Charles and
fielders. We’ll
mix it up with them.
Willie Anderson. Last year
In the 4-4-2, the mid - try to match them Portland took both games
if
think
I
but
from the Quakes, 3-2 at
fielders carry a lot of strength-wise
reponsibility because they we can get the first goal Spartan Stadium and 5-0 in
catchplay
them
make
Portland.
can attack or feed the two and
forwards. one of which is up, we will win the game."
CORNER KICKS Quakes’ final
Child.
"It seems that when we two Europeans arrived at West
I, amino site yesterday
The 26-year-old striker score a goal, it starts to Valley
!Sinn
Ger sdortt,
a
32 year old
Birmingham, snowball and we wind up midlrelder and Dieter Versen. a 32
from
England, has been with the getting a couple more right year old defender began training
and both will start on Saturday
Quakes since their in- away," he continued.
Child was the leading Other probable starters are Mike
ception in 1974 and is
Hewitt in goal. Calloway. Willy
feeling very good about scorer in the pre-season, Cryns, and Ned Cohen on defense.
netting seven goals and an Sam Rick. Our Flits& and Gunter
1979.
assist for 15 points. Is he E ?tench in the mtddle and Chtld and
-It’s amazing how
looking for the net more Lars Jensen up front Tickets are
organized things are this
still available for the game and are
this year?
on sale at SJSU athletic ticket office
year. Everything is being
"Well, it’d certainly be Game time for all Oauke games at
done with a purpose and
nice to score, I know that’s sea
Fisher. Quakes
Terry
coachi has the respect of
every player on the team."
tICE SKATING IS FOR YOU
Child also points to the
OPEN YEAR ROUND
re-acquisition of Laurie
as another
Calloway
Please check below items of
factor. Calloway left the
your interest and receive a
Qaukes last season to
FREE 2 for 1 PASS.

abilities.He gave me direction when I needed
it and he really became my coach."
Purcell played in tournaments in those
three years and credits her performance in
tourney play for her position today.
"Tournament play is tough mentally and
physically. You have to always be ready
upstairs," she said pointing to her head.
It was a win at one of those tournaments
that resulted in Purcell’s enrolling at SJSU
last year.
"I was playing against Michelle Sanderson, who was SJSU’s No. 1 at the time. I
beat her and a friend of the coach ( Lyn Sinclair) offered me a scholarship to State."
"The problem," Purcell continued, "was
that I had only two days to make up my mind
because school was starting. So I had a
conference with my parents and they
suggested that I take it. I guess they liked the
idea of me being in college again.
"So I moved all my stuff down form
Mann and came to Sar lose, It was difficult
at first, trying to re-adjust to college life. I
mean, I’d been out of college for three years,
now I’m in it again."
When asked why Sinclair herself didn’t
approach her, Purcell explained, "In
women’s tennis, the coach isn’t allowed to
approach a player at a tournament although
someone else can."
Once at SJSU, Purcell began to assert
herself as a tough, gutsy individual on the
court. Her tourney toughness has paid off this
year, as she has moved into the No. 1 seed.
Purcell said there was no secret to her
success, pointing to hard work and developing
a tough mental attitude and a lot of confidence in herself.
That confidence suffered its lowest ebb in
Sacramento two weeks ago. Purcell had not
performed well and was ready to quit the
team but refused to give in.
"It would have been easy to quit. But I
looked back and saw all the things that I had
worked so hard for and I said to myself, ’you
got that way by working hard, not by quit-

ting.’ So I just worked harder to prove to
myself that I could play better and I did."
Purcell credits her teammates for
helping make things easier.
"We don’t have any superstars on the
team and that makes things a lot easier. Last
year, there was jealousy and a lot of little
things bothered us and hurt us as a team.
"This year, everyone pulled for the other
and there is a real feeling of team unity out
there."
Purcell also credits Sinclair with
hastening her development.
"I think the coach learned a lot from last
season and she has grown with us. She is such
a help because she is so supportive of all of us
and she makes us realize our maximum
potential."
Purcell feels that the game is mostly
mental. "You can’t allow yourself any
negative or clashing thoughts when you’re on
the court.
"I think concentration is the key to being
successful in tennis. Look at Chris Evert.
She’s got her mind on her marriage so she
can’t totally concentrate on what’s happening
on the court."
"As far as I’m concerned, you’re competing not with your opponent, but with your
own mind. You have to force yourself to
concentrate 100 percent on what’s happening
on the court."
Purcell believes that is her biggest
problemconcentrating.
"It’s something I work on all the time. I
have to keep reminding myself to keep my
head in the game and concentrate fully on the
events on the court."
Whether or not she pursues tennis any
further is a question Purcell doesn’t ponder
much.
"I’m worried about what’s happening
now. If I was to be good enough to turn pro,
well, that would be nice. Right now, tennis is
just about my whole life and I want to see just
how good lam and how good I can become."

National college tennis rankings
RANK

1
2
3
4

5

8
9
10
11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

NAME

SCHOOL

POINTS

Andy Kohlberg
Jay Lapidus
Leif Shires
Jai DiLouie
Erick Iskersky
Jeff Etterbeck
Dale Short
Steve Denton
Mark Turpin
Steve Meister
Larry Stefanki
Kevin Curren
Rick Myers
lbny Giammalva
Drew Gitlin
Sivag Suresh
Marty Davis
Buddy Bowman
Nial Brash

U of Tennessee
Princeton U
Princeton U
SMU
Trinity U
U of Michigan
Middle Tennessee State
U of Texas
SMU
Princeton U
U of C -Berkeley
U of Texas
Texas Christian U
Trinity U
SMU
Pepperdine U
U of C -Berkeley
U of Arkansas
San Jose State

345
240
227
186.7
180
180
180
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A short course in
Bonded Bourbon.
First lesson:
Bonded Bourbon is so
unique that it took an
act of Congress (in 1897)
to establish the
standards for
Old Grand -Dad
and other Bonded
whiskeys.
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100 is perfect.
Bonded Bourbon
must be 100 proof.
No more. No less.
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Final exam.
You need only one
sip to recognize
the clearly superior
quality and taste of
Old Grand -Dad.
Cheers!
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Old Grand -Dad Bonded
is authentic Kentucky sour-mash
Bourbon, made with pure limestone
water, the finest grains, and aged in new
charred -oak barrels.
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Only Bonded
whiskeys have a green
tax stamp. It’s your guarantee that the whiskey is
at least four years old.
Old Grand -Dad Bonded is
always aged longer.
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alone discusses women’s sports

Programs achieving national recognition
By Keith Kropp
If there is an area where SJSU can be regarded as
ghly successful it would be in women’s athletics. This
at fall represented one of its most successful campaigns
the women’s field hockey third place at Nationals),
Ileyball (seventh place at Nationals 1, fencing four
raight years national champions ) and golf 112-0 in dual
eels this year I teams have all achieved high national
cognition.
The women’s athletic program at SJSU offers eight
trts. In addition to the previously mentioned, there are
Imming. basketball, gymnastics and tennis. It is a
gram headed by an articulate athletic director in
yee Malone.
Malone, an SJSU graduate t 19531 with a degree in
ysical education, has been the official A.D. at SJSU for
e last four years. However she has been the head of the
ogram since 1965. Her title then was adviser.
Malone came to SJSU from Stockton’s Edison High
hoot where she was involved in women’s athletics. She
a sports enthusiast. As a child I was always playing
inething." Malone said. "I loved sports. Plus I wanted
teach. And I wanted to go to SJSU. It had the best
ysical education teaching program in the state. Plus I
ke to play and lain a rather competitive person."
When Malone came here she taught aquatics and was
-keel to be the adviser to all the women’s sports.
Most of the people at SJSU don’t know how unusual
e really are," Malone said. "Within the state of
alifornia, there are only three women’s departments
JSU, UCLA, UC-Berkeley ). Around the U.S., I don’t
ow of any others. And that’s a great honor lobe given a
pa rtmenta I status. It’s a very unique structure."
DAILY: What factors would you say are Involved in
e success of the SJSU women’s athletic program?
MALONE: Really, three things. First, the conntration as a department. The ability for us to conntrate solely on women’s athletics and not divide
urselves to so many different things has helped us to
nk hard and know which direction to go. Also oiir
()aching staff. We have the most outstanding group of
oaches that you’ll find. Sport for sport, they are really
xperts, and you can’t have an outstanding athletic
rogram unless you start from that base. I don’t care how
ood an athlete you are, you can only go so far without an
xpert coach. Third. we have been fortunate to have a lot
f very talented young ladies and men come into our
epartment.

We are getting the higher
level athlete, so we can
now work at a higher level’
DAILY: What kind of planning have you used that
ye helped build the program?
MALONE: What we have done is take each sport, and
me, no one sport is different than another sport in terms
I the student athlete and what must be provided. You go
m the equipment and playing facility to the type of
oach you have, and we have tried to get the best and
pgrade the facilities. And when you do that and all things
ork, you’re successful. Also we’ve planned for our
ograms, when they were ready for it, to play ’up’
competing against competition higher than you). Three
*ears ago, our basketball team would not be doing what
they’re going to do next year. Actually, there was no
eason. There was enough up play around here. We have
een invited to play in the Queen’s Classic Basketball
tournament, in Lubbock, Texas, which should be a high
uality tournament next year.
So consequently as the programs have grown and
tnproved to where they needed a higher level of cometition, then we tried to move into that. Volleyball was
the first to move into that. In field hockey we got to the
point where to find somebody who was really going to
hallenge us, we had to go to British Columbia, Canada.
We felt that we could be meeting Westchester national
champions in women’s field hockey two straight years) at
Nationals, and we did, so somewhere we had to play the
top level of competition so it would help us. However by
the same token, concerning athletic scheduling, you never
play totally up. You play some up, some your own, and
some where you feel you will achieve a certain ratio of
success.
DAILY: What can the high level of talent of today’s
athletes be attributed to?
MALONE: That’s a credit to the high school and
Junior high’s. Those programs have grown just as much
as we have. They now have state and district cham-

pionships. What they offer the girls in athletics now is
fabulous. They are being helped to perform by experts.
So, when they come to the colleges, they have a better
base at which to start. We are now getting the higher level
athlete, so consequently we can now work at the higher
level. I think that is what we can attribute the swing in the
talent women athletes now have.
DAILY: How important is the media?
MALONE: Athletics is funny in a way, in that it does
not exist within a vacuum. Exposure means a lot. We
depend a great deal on the media to help us. A lot of
monies are generated through the gate and through
donations. So the more people hear about us when we do

Women’s Results
1978 79 Results
Sport
Field Hockey
Volleyball
Fencing’
Basketball
Swimming
Golf
Gymnastics
Tennis

W
19
30
11
24
4
12
19

-I’d do it all over
again," said Marvin.

1

’Economy
to worsen’
NEW YORK I AP The specter of ever-rising
prices has darkened the
of
horizon
economic
Americans to the dreariest
view found in the mist three
years, an Associated
Press-NB(’ News poll
shows.
And the public sees no
end in sight to the surge in
prices.
This poll finding comes
as the Department of
revealed
Commerce
Friday that consumer
prices soared 1.2 percent in
February. the biggest
monthly increase in 4-1/2
years.

,
positive things. it really feeds back to us.
DAILY: Basketball could be the big sport in women’s
athletics since it is more in the public eye. You’ve had two
good years in a row. Can you see a possible national
championship within reach of this team?
MALONE: Yes, I do. The team we have right now are
primarily freshmen and sophomores. I think we have the
coach that can do it i Sharon Chatman) and I think we
have the athletes. I think they are potential national
champions. But everybody needs a break. I think what it
takes, is what we are going to do next year - we’re going
to give them some experience with some really tough
competition that will help them when they meet tough
teams in the playoffs.
DAILY: Describe Chatman’s background.
MALONE: Sharon’s background is much like mine, in
that neither of us grew out of high-powered athletic
programs. She has had a great record as a coach, including two state junior college championships at De Anza
College. When we opened this position up three years ago
to a national search, we had 60 applicants. Sharon was
chosen and she’s been everything I thought she would be.
She’s not only a student of the game, but all the things that
go with coaching that are so important. You can be the
best technical coach in the world, but if you can’t handle
people, you won’t be successful. And I want my coaches to
be first and foremost to be human beings and to treat our
athletes that way.
DAILY: This fall the field hockey team was forced to
move from the East Field I adjacent to the Health and Art
Buildings and across from San Carlos Street) to South
Campus. How did you feel about this?
MALONE: Well, I feel we will within the next two
years have the finest field hockey facility on the West
Coast. Right now that field is being reseeded. The move
was made because the band needed East Field and it was
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MULTIPLES

AMERICAN COPY
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What’s Your

Best Pickup Line?
Or Whets The Best One You’ve Heard?
That’s right Matilda, now you can pick up something other than the opposite sex with a good lineSOME COLD
(I’d like to take
CASH! We’re having a contest for the best pickup line. It can be funnydirectseriousintellectual
your brain to bed)toughflattering or anything, as long as it works! Just write those seductive lines on the
coupon below and send it to us.

$1,000 Cash First Prize
501 Chances to Win
4 Second Prizes of $100.00 Each!
The second prizes will be awarded for the best line from each region
of the nation. West, South, North Central and Northeast.

All Winners’ Lines to be Published in a Book "501 Best Pickup Lines"
RULES: Enter as many times as you wise Entrants must guarantee their entry
was not taken from any copyrighted material whether book, magazine, radio. TV
or movie. All entries become the property of Baronbrook Publishing Co Deci.
stons of the Judges will be final Contest void in states where prohibited In
event of repetition of entries those postmarked earliest will be considered

But the most crucial
scenes in the courtroom
drama are still ahead - the
closing arguments by
attorneys and the judge’s
verdict in the battle over
Marvin’s millions.

’1 feel like crying,"
Miss Marvin said as
testimony closed.

ktt

0
0

496 Awards of $15.00 Each for Runners Up.

LOS ANGEIES i AP I With testimony concluded,
I .cc Marvin and Michelle
friola Marvin stepped off
!center stage in their
:Hollywood -style trial
:yesterday, leaving the next
Pines to their lawyers and
’the judge.

"I’m extremely optimistic." said A. David
representing
Kagon,
Marvin.

talking about our Northern California Athletic Conference. It was the first to have an executive director.
DAILY: What about the volleyball program? What
has happened to improve it so much?
MALONE The volleyball program in many ways has
had one of the toughest roads to climb of anyone. We have
who I think is one of the best coaches in Jane Ward. She’s
a former Olympian, former captain of the Olympic learn,
and a first Helm’s Hall of Fame winner. She understands
the game as well as anyone internationally. She can take
an average skilled individual and if that person is willing
to work Jane will make. that athlete into a super volleyball
player. Because the heart of volleyball is hurt. in
California, that’s why it has been the roughest road. It’s
hard to get out of this Region. There is no doubt in my
mind that we could win Regions 1 through 7 and
DAILY: What do you see in the future for the SJSU’s
women’s athletic program?
MALONE: If we continue to be dedicated as we are
and maintain the coaching staff we have and get the
student athlete’s with the same dedication and talents, I
see SJSU continuing, well not power, that’s not the word I would say UCLA would be a national power’- but we are
almost there. And I think we have the chance to be there.

*Season Still in progress.

Marvin
THE
testimony
STUDENT
concluded BODY.

"I think we’ve proven
.our case," said Miss
Marvin’s attorney, Marvin
Mitchelson.

I
14
1
0

more convenient for them. I look positively at the move.
However, obviously it is at South Campus. As far as
convenience, it is not as much as an inconvenience for us
as it is for the football team or the track, tennis or baseball
teams. So you can’t look at it that way. The South Campus
facility is inconvenient, period. But, that’s all we have.
The thing I hated about field hockey is that it is the sport
that’s not too familiar to a lot of people. Last year at East
Field. its exposure was to the non-campus residents
walking by. It was convenient for them to stop and watch
the action after hearing about the team. Now, you have to
be an afficianado to go out there.
DAILY: Was it tough breaking through the Southern
California stronghold, since those schools held early
success in women’s athletics. What factors have contributed to SJSU’s success against the traditionally
stronger Southern California schools?
MALONE: Just by perservering, and acquiring an
excellent coaching staff and looking for athletes up here
as well as in Southern California. The Los Angeles city
high schools have always had fine girls programs. In
Southern California. the programs have been progressive.
In the North, I think in many ways we are ahead of them
now. I’m not talking about Regional championships. I’m

All entries must be postmarked before April 30. 1979 Awards will be distribu led on May 31. 1979 Taxes are the sole responsibility of the prize winner
Mail entries to Lines Contest. Baronbrook Publishing Co 631 Wilshire Blvd.
Copyright
Santa Monica, California 90401 IA division of Chase Revel. Inc I
1976 by Baronbrook Publishing Co

Here’s A Winning LineEnter Me In Your "Best Pickup Lines" Contest

You’ll find more student
sized Levi’s’in the colors and
styles you want most. And that
includes pre washed denims.
Shirts too So bring your
student body to the Gap,
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COLLEGE
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Most are potential cheaters, prof says
By Leanne Augusto
Cheating in classes is
something that almost
everj OM’ has uone at least
once in his or her school
career. Whether it be
copying someone’s history
paper or innocently
checking over someone’s
shoulder to see uhat their
ansuer to a question on a
test is, a majoritj of
students has done it.
According to Thomas
Tutko. SJSU instructor in
the Psychology Department. most students will
cheat if given the opport uni ty
It
some
students have worked out
an elaborate system of
cheating. Tutko said, few
are hard core cheaters,
Tutko saki he conducted a study a pproximately 10 years ago

anti found that approximately 65 percent of
students, given the upportunitj would cheat on a
test.
In his study, he said he
would give a test, grade it,
and then hand it back to the
students saying he hadn’t
had time to grade it. The
students would then grade
their own papers in class.
This study was done in
conjunction with several
others conducted all over
the nation, Tutko said. His
figures came out to be very
similar to those figures for
cheating in high schools.
Such an emphasis is
put on grades, Tutko said,
that many students find the
need to cheat. Those who
are more self-righteous
will cheat more than

Tutko said he tries to
minimize cheating by
making students put their
books on the floor during
tests and sitting apart. Also
he will shuffle the pages of
a test so that students
cannot look at someone
else’s paper for an answer.
Larry Gerston. SJSU
professor in the Political
Science Department, said
he will fail a cheater. He
said he has no tolerance for
them.
One time a student had
the answers to the test
written on a separate page

Groups fight new draft legislation
(Continued form Page!
Jones
said
the
proposed legislation is
merely a push on the
Carter administration by
Congress to impose
military
conscription.
Registration could be
orderd at any time by the
president under the
selective service laws still
in effect.
"First, we are trying to
make the public aware,"
Jones said. "Secondly, we
want to make it possible for
people to express their
sentiment to Washington
D.C.’’
National attention is
being focused on the Palo
Alto group becuase it is the
home constituency of Rep.
Paul N. McCLosky, R-Palo
Alto.
Jones said she was
interviewed by a Public
Broadcasting System
station in Boston for a spot
on "The Advocates" and
her received numerous
letters from around the
country,
People Against the
Draft conducted a poll at
two peninsula high schools
to measure student sentiment.
hundred
Four

responses form Cubberley
and Menlo Atherton high
schools showed that 42
percent of those polled said
they would not register for
military service, 38 percent
said they would register for
civilian service only, six
percent said they would
take their chances with a
lottery system and only 19
percent said they would
enlist, according to Jones.
"The order of a call -

Elections
in Britian
LONDON (API -Prime Minister James
Callaghan’s minority
Labor government lost a
vote of confidence
yesterday night in the
House of Commons by a
single ballot, forcing
national elections that
could bring Britain its first
chief of government.
The vote was on a
motion of censure put
before the Commons by
Mrs. Margaret Thatcher,
53-year-old leader of the
opposition Conservative
Party. Her motion was
approved by a margin of
311to310.
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in a blue book, he said.

others, he added.
He knows that some
students do cheat in his
classes, but unless they are
very obvious about it. he
can’t accuse them of
cheating.

up,’ she said, "would be the
14 percent, the six percent
and the 38 percent. Civilian
service doesn’t mean they
are exempt from being
called-up."
Jones characterizes
McCloskey as "vague" and
"waffling" on the effects of
his congressional proposal.
Students at Cubberley
High School will be
debating McCloskey this
Saturday, Jones said.
Pickets are also planned at
his appearance.
More demonstrations
are planned for April and
May at UC-Berkeley,
Foothill
Community
College, Stanford and
SJSU.

(;ersion said he tries to
minimize cheating by
collecting the test
questions after the test has
been completed. He said
one time one of the sheets
was missing so he sat down
and wrote out a whole new
test.
When the second group
came in for the test a
student came up to him and
asked if she could answer
the questions from the first
test rather than the ones on
the new test.
Gerston said there is no
room for cheating in a
learning environment such
as SJSU. Students hurt
themselves by allowing
cheating to take place, he
said.
He wishes there were a
more meaningful honor
code at SJSU so students
wouldn’t cheat.

According to campus
Ella
Ombudsman Jo
Hannah, SJSU has no honor
policy. There is a policy
printed on the cover of
some "blue books."
cheating
Although
probably is not very
widespread at SJSU,
Hannah said, it is still a
very serious problem.
She said there are real
problems with the handling
of plagiarism, or cheating,
on this campus. Generally
students receive a failing
grade if they are caught
cheating by their instructor.

According to the (SU(’
Board of Trustees policy
relating to conduct on State
University and College
Campuses, a student may
be expelled, suspended or
put on probation for
"cheating of plagiarism in
connection
with
an
academic program at a
state university."

Or
do,

Hannah said that if a
student is caught cheating,
the student should be failed
in
the class. Her
disagreement with the
current way of handling
cheating is that it doesn’t
protect the rights of those
students
who
denied
cheating.
The student who denies
having cheated after being
accused of it, Hannah said,
has the burden of proof put
on them rather than on the
accuser.
If they file a complaint
with the Academic Fairness Board it will take a
year and one-half to go
through all of the channels,
she said.
Also if a student is
found to have cheated, then
there is no way of knowing
if he has cheated before,
she said. This is unfair to
other students because a
student might have gotten
a degree by cheating in
other ways while the other
students have worked for
their degrees.
So keep in mind the
consequences of cheating
next time you decide to
take a little peak at
someone else’s paper.

Final budget questioned
somewhat, she said, but
thinks the list will remain
essentially the same.

I Continued from Page II
McFadden
doesn’t
expect much success with
PCP’s in the final budget.

The individaul campus
presidents and the Student
Presidents Association are
also asked to submit
recommendations to the
chancellor’s office.
The chancellor’s office
will consider the various

"We may get partial
funding of at least three,"
she said. "But we have to
be assertive about the
things we need to ensure
the quality of instruction."
Young considers the
process of making the
requests a waste of time.
saying. "We’ll be lucky to
maintain the programs
we’ve got.

BART may up fares
SAN
FRANCISCO
(API The San Francisco
Bay area’s three major
public transit sytems,
facing $38.8 million in
deficits next fiscal year.,
must either raise fares or
make substantial cuts in
service, a Metropolitan
Transit Conunision sutdy
concludes.
And because of the

"I think we are
spending too much time on
something that has little
chance of being approved,
but hope springs eternal in
the academic breast."
McFadden said the list
shouldn’t have gone back to
the same committee. They
will
rearrange
it

It’s that time of the year for special savings for those hard earned tax dollars
Use that well earned gift from Uncle Sam and save on
all name brand stereo components.
r

Buy it on
Uncle Sam
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COMPLETE

You’ll get the Jetsounds 9350 AM -FM in.dash cassette stereo and
Pioneer’s P16L speakers with a padded grill and great sound. Put the,
together with your car and you’ll have good sounds along the mile’.
INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

$749.00

NEMO

$QQOO

1_,
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MONTH
$40.25
DOWN

Fine Sound
Fine Price

’
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ODPIONEER

COMPLETE

1.1 ".71":".

Here’s your chance to pick up our fine name brand system, at a great
Stereo Plus price. Onkyo’s highly rated 250011 receiver gives you a
clean 45 watts per channel, and has touch locked tuning.
The Technics SL2200 is a precision semiautomatic turntable. We’ll
mount an Audio Technica ATI 1E cartridge for you, to take great care
of your records.
Finish the system to perfection with the BOSE 301 direct-reflecting
loudspeakers, and you’re in for years of listening pleasure!
Cash price of $79025 including tat ’,27.08 for 36 months based on an APR of
18 00%. Deferred payment price of S1015.13 On approval of credit.

1111101111=11
Autotek 2000 AM -FM in -dash,
auto reverse cassete with lock
ing fast forward and rewind.
Matched with Pioneer’s best door
mount coaxial speakers. Pioneer
IS.
INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

Autotek/Pioneer

$ 227
SONIC

Match your stereo to your room
and your music to your taste.
ADC’s sound shaper one will
make your hi fi a slave to your
whim% for only

i I

$9900

8"
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$1
MONTH
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$31.00
DOWN
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GUEST: CONGRESSMAN
PETE Mc CLOSKEY
ISSUE: National Youth Services Bill (the draft)

PLACE:

Student

I.

1G.

Maxwell’s Best

Craig T180

UDXI II
90 minute tape for
only

Underdash. 24 watt powerplay
cassete with auto reverse, separate bass and treble controls.

$425

Union Upper Pad

$9900

Music to ’\J
Your Ears

LI
Ii

CAMPBELL
1830 S. BASCOM AV1
377-1857

e

d
Technics

AND TO YOUR POCKET BOOK!
Onkyo TX -150011 offers touch tuning and good. clean sound. You can
spin your favorite records with a light touch, with the Technics SL220
semiautomatic turntable. It’s topped off with a pair of 2 -way Sonk
469 speakers for a great sound!
Cash pore of s499 plus tar of $3200 318.04 a month on 36 months APR
17 75% deferred payment price $68044 Fonance charge $4944 on apprmal .,1
credit
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pending financial crisis
MTC
director
Larr
Dahms
recommende
yesterday that th
beleaguered Bay Are
Rapid Transit
syste
receive only $5.9 million i
bailout funds. That is
nearly $5 million less than
BART planned to ask the
commission for yesterday.

TAX REFUND SALE

sAlYik

Monday, April 2nd at Noon

Jack Foote, dean of
Academic Planning, sai
President Gail Fullerto
would submit a priority lis
of PCP’s to the chancellor
but that work has not begu
yet.

STEREO PLUS’

on

DATE:

recommendations
an
make its own investigatio
for making its budge
request.

LOS ALTOS

I

.1
%IP

4500 EL CAMINO REAL

948-4062

HOURS AT BOTH LOCATIONS: M -F 10-9: Sat. 10-6; Sun. 11-5
We also have instant credit & financing is available.
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;partaguide
United Farm Workers
)port Committee will
,sent the film ’’Huelga!"
5:30 p.in today in the
J. Costanoan Room. For
re information call Jim
lgado at 2794510 or
rora Magallon at 2869.
interview
An
,paration class on how to
rview more effectively,
msored by Career
nning and Placement.
I be held at 12:30 p.m.
ay in Business Tower,
no 50. Call Cheryl
men at 277-2816 for more
mnation.

Greenpeace will hold
an organizational meeting
to discuss fundraising, 4 to
5:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. All interested
persons are
welcome.
A.S. Candidates Forum
in the Student Union at 1
p.m. today. Meet and
question those running for
office before voting April 3,
4 and 5.

Prospective writers should
bring a rough draft of their
proposal to the workshop.

Rape Crisis Center.
Sigma Nu fraternity is
hosting an open party
featuring Crystal Image
from 9 until 1 tonight.
There is a 50-cent cover
charge, free with Greek
letters. SJSU I.D. required.

A Small Grants
Writing
Proposal
Workshop sponsored by the
Office of Sponsored
A rape workshop will Programs will be held from
be held at 6:30 tonight at 1:30 to 4:30 p.m today in
the YWCA, 375 S. Third St. the OSP/University Club
Room.
sponsored by the Valley Meeting

NAN TED TO BUY Baseball cards
all years and types, especially

announcements

/1

mAZDA

iivd
Exc
Ed. 975 6974

R XI

SI 100 B D

Call

days. 238 4469 eves

Bowman. Goody. Post. Lea Top
Prices paid Call Peter Field,

LOOK

629 6939

Chemicals

Kodak

at wholesale pri. es!
Ektacolor /4 RC
Poly RC 072 13, Poly SW
51792, in X. Plus X. P400,
30’s SI 70, 70’5 0721, 100 ft

SS hr 2963219

SI< 1ERS UNITE! Ski Park City. Alta
Over
Easter
Snowbird
and
Five fantastic days
Vacation

JOBS

in Engineering 132 at 7.30 ei m
Ski Heavenly and Kirkwood
March 3 4 too. 175 ’members and

America Career Summer, Send
0395 for Into to SEAWORLD.
CA 95860

032. non members. Discover the
Ski Club sd ski the best powder

RRA Club meeting Tues 7:30
Pm
student
pm
Guadalupe

in

Classes

Meditation,

Ment,

Develop

Property Office, Adrnin Bldg.,
on
Room 4109 until 7 p.m
March 26, 1979 for the sale of
two metal buildings presently
located on the campus. Each

Aquarian

Gospel. Prosperity 298 4509
OR

THE

IS

Let

SPRING!

FASHION
me

FOR

determine

your most flattering as well as
give you a personalized style
description. These are YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you Can use and .adapt for
the rest of your lite. I gore you
about 70 colors out of use! of 500
together with your personal
style description in a portfolio.
only
References.
appt
By
Sliding scale of lees Inquire
colors
Carol
Lynne
Bowman. MA., 247 7504, 530
7 00 p.m most eves, 1 larn Ipm
for
Saturdays.
Also,
Dress
Success
lot
the
Business
Tinded. You never have to
make a clothes mistake again.

systems

and

lighting

house.

your

Paint

A lecture on research
methodology of psychology

Inter -Varsity Christian
Fellowship will present a

PAID
’

VACATION during spring
break
I went to wnploy
woman as a traveling cam
panion aide i am disabled. Call
356 Me

’71 CHEVROLET Nova Hatchback.
AM/FM

stereo

cassette,

new

6276.
MINI dirt bike, 160. ’69 Olds Delta 4
Or, solid, dependable Iran
sportation. MOO. Call 377 1640
afters pr..

tickets
TUT group tour
available for Sunday July 22 9.00
AM 012 call 247 346

’78 TOYOTA Corolla SRI liftback. 5 spot., AM/FM stereo, heater,
rear window defogger. coco

EEDED SJSU Grad student for
AS Council Most be tenacious!

mats Excellent Condition. Must
see to appreciate. 04.500. Call
296 7959 after I:30p.m.

Sandwiches,

’68 RAMBLER Rebel. Runs good.
needs body work. 1200/offer
Call Jack at 7770011 after 530
p.m

Salvador. 103
10( 150 for auto garage to rent
near SJSU. Call Dave. 717 8091.

’69 FORD 12 passenger VAN 6 cyl.,
AM/FM
cassette,
carpet,
panelled S1300. Call 262 5631.
eves . 263 5134

Fro /Sat only
bE SJSU Sailing Club is havong a
guest speaker at the next club
meeting. Captain Ben Choate
will present a slide show and

’66

PONTIAC
Le Mans
6 cyl.
engine, auto. trans. very good
merit

rend
or 256 5079

discussion on the capsizing and
of the 61’ sloop
"Sorcery." Ben was a crewman
and radio operator on the ill

S210

Call 965 TOSS

for sale

fated trip in the North Pacific.
held
The
meeting
will
be
T hursday. Marco 22 at 1 p m .41

info ’call Jeff at 293 5459

Some
Experience
Required
Call 287 1749 for Appl.
JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer jobs.

5000
High
paying:
perimo. Nat’l Parks, Fisheries,
Logging, and more.

How and

where 10 get lobs: Send 02 to
Alasco, P.O. Box 2400. Goleta,
CA 93019.
BE A YOGI -BEAR I
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!

Mission Night from 7 until
8:30 in Education Bldg.,
room 100. Dave Persing
will present a slide show on
Guatemala. For more
information call Jim
Chandler at 294-5638.

The National Press
Photographers Association
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Journalism Building, room
101. Guest speaker is Rick
Browne, director of
photography at the newly
formed Peninsula TimesTribune. Bring your clips
or prints for our "two-bit"
contest.

Ride

operators,

costume

FIRE.
HOME,
HEALTH It you are not already
with State Farm. call for an
appointment at my office or

Tuesday, March 70 at 7 30 pm
in the S U Guadalupe Room

home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,
at your home, or at my off ICP
Lees get together and give you

EACH OVERSEAS! All fields, 1111
levels
Send
self addressed.

better coverage tor less money
CALL MORY STAR. 753 3277 or

long envelope to
sfamPed,
Teaching. Box 1049. San Diego,
CA 92112
,5 are on the move, all eligible
and non eligible men are invited
to a tattle auction at Delta
Gamma at 9 30 P m Mara. 79
All proceeds go to a fantastic
rlaker program of fall ’79 For
further into call 719 9698
’ARIAS

Recycling
Gardens
Center is now open three days
Wed. lOarn 2pm, Fr.. flaw
7pm. Sat, ICIam 4prn Save your
recyc tables Aluminum, glass,
tin Idelabled and flattened),
and cardboard
newspaper
We’re right Wass horn Spartan
Stadium at 7th and Hurnholt
streets

Do your part

Environment

Come

for
out

the
and

support us!
WANTED
CARDS
iSEBALL
Dr
LaPln, Bus
Quick Cash
0191
431
call
or
Tower 763.

210S. First St.. 11a m. to noon,
or call 2974664 for appointment

446 3649
ROLEX Camera lamer non reflex
Slow
camera
movie
3
lens.
motion,
motion/last
distal grip SI 75 Call 2306276
’77

YAMAHA
cond..

Enduro

500

miles

50

AMP

Asking $1,100

Esc
mpg

279 9485 alter 1

AMUSEMENT PARK.
wanted.
Need
MAJOR
DANCE
inventive choreographer/danc
er
for
student produced
children’s film No pay but in
tereSting opportunity to explore
movement

ideas

within

a

narrative framework and see
the results on film. Call Bill. 737
1544

also records and
STEREO for sale
nd to sell fast Best
tapes
offer Pls call 798 7731 (ask for
Mary) if interested.
HANDSOME SCULPTURE pedestal
Supports
30303’
in birch
large, heavy scvaltures. Fine

$3 50/PER HOUR. Misc, easy work
near SJSU (you can StudY while
you work) Hours to fit your

BABYSITTER.

Opportunity

6028

Send $3 for into to SEAFAX.
Port
2049,
Dept.
07,
Box
Angelees, WA 98362
MISCELLANEOUS easy work near
SJSU (you can study while you
work). 53.50 per hours Hours to
lit your schedule Also typing
and office work part time near

Other

0165 rent, 1200 deposit Call Clad
at 732 0940 ext. 241 or 2017332

ROOMMATE W AN T E O. Male or
female, to share 2 bdrm., 2 ba

seeking currently enrolled SJSU,
students
for
computer

1

BDRM. horn. apt

demonstrated

8356.

lost and found

(i.e., the CDC 31501 is
desirable. Motivation, qualify
products with minimal super
vision and timely completion of
in
a
the
assignedprojects

Approved by San Jose
Graduate
University
Slate
Department. IBM Set II South

tattoos

San Jose/Blossom Valley Area,
Janet, 227 9525
Wedding
for
a
LOOKING
Photographer? Images by John
are expreSSiOnS 01 love that are
soft, elegant and understood by
everyone! For the finest wed
ding photography. call John at
269 7937
TYPO GRAPHICS. INC
. writing and editing resumes
Medica I/Lega I typing and trans
Public atIons/Broc hUres
Term papers
10 peeved discount to students
For
cards.
student
ID
appointment, call 297 9954

required

Except

interface

for

PROF. Exp. typist. Fast, accurate,
IBM Selectric II
reasonable
752 8058
LEMKE’S Typing Service
Rates 2924720

Student

SI/pg. Sheila,

CALL 277 2898 or 286 59711

student must know on top grade
09.95. Hypnokinetics,
P.O. Box 3366, Walnut Creek. CA

cassette

your

supervisor, you are not required
to come tome office. For further
information. call Dean Hall at

94958.

personals
ELECTROLYSIS Clinic. Unwanted
hair removed forever. CON

277 3280.

or
send
your
ap
plication as Wen as possible to
Engineering 144, the Office of
information
Computer

Services,

FIDENTIAL 247 7486
LOOKING for female to live with a
nice, handicapped man. He likes
music and writing Lives near

and

Systems
San

Jose

University, San Jose, CA 95192

NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SERVICES, Typing: 51/double

East San Jose

Prefer Chinese

BIRTHDAY Happes to KMS from
your friendly RBR pal Ar Ar
Ar!!!

Call 578 3587.
PART TIME

cook

needed

u,dlI’i.s,nyi

COPENHAGEN
SHANNON

ENTERPRISE

is

We

FRANKFURT

DUSSELDORF

stereo

.

iAmslerdain’s
ZURICH
GENEVA
BRUSSELS

..

MADRID

MILAN

YUGOSLAVIA

LIMA, PERU

COSTA
. SOU H AMERICA.
RICA
RIO
JAMiCA
DeJANEIRO
HONG KONG
TEL AVIV MANILA
TOKYO

Your

AUSTRAL IA
S1GNAPORE

TAIPEI

.

HONOLULU

NEW

CeSSOrieS

Y0141(
CITY
.
Plus
student halms n1,01)0001 Asia.
Africa and the Middle East

DISCOUNTS!

Card issuance
Eurail, Student
Ranil and Bribed passes .
Youth Hostel cards
Overseas

for your car,hoini..
stage, studio um. We also have
TVs. VT Rs. videos croons and
games All at 5 to 50 per, cot
ogler

you

Who

over

else

HO

International

men

brands

ICIentily

U S A .
Pier 0 mem
loh
CANADA
and
MEXICO
TRAVEL
Hard to find Travel

Virtually every mod, on the
Markel, Factory sealvd cartons
ve,full warranty Plus an optional
5 yr warranty for parts AND

books
Luggage
Maps
backpacks and Other travel aids
Trip and Travel Planning

labor? All accessories AT cost
of any system?

Company

FREE advice, delivery, testing
and set up? Super low sale
prices ALL the time? 5 free LP’s
with each purchase, Complete
Once quotes w/no extra charges
rapt over the phone? No nYPe.
SOBS, individualized one lo One
service?
AUDIO
EN
TERpR1SES has it all! The
Widest selection of the highest
I idelity at the lowest prices. Call

Student

Travel

icharter

Specialists) 444 E. Wm

Street

Iblooks from Togo’, San Jose,
CA 95111 292 1613 Mon Fri 96
Sat. 10 3
VISIT

EUROPE THIS SUMMER
AND EARN SJSU CREDIT
A27 7 34
Italy. Greece, Ger
Many. France, England
277
2831 or 246 3743

Lucky Lou won the lottery
A millionaire became he.
So he figured he’d travel
’Til his bubble burst
But he wanted to sell
His old house first.
In Classified he placed his trust
To sell, an ad was a must.
The house was just fine
And it sold in an hour
And now Lou’s Somewhere
East of Sahara.

trans. plus 1I/001 space Page
All
Kitty CARTER. 763 4535
work proofread IBM Sel, II

on
KIM

Birthday kisses tome honey
buns "SMACK ." Love. Mouser

weekends Call 358 3531

TYPING

Fast. Accurate and
reasonable too IBM Selectric
Give me a try, I’m in West San
Jose Call Patty at 984 1642

HE’S hit the big time!!! Have a
great 20th birthday Don. YOU/

housing

I

Call Kathie. 115 1716.

1970

hart, operators
Lam’’,

LONDON
PARIS

spaced page. ST/single spaced
page. Resumes. ST/page Ind
editing Tapes SIO per 60 Min

campus 298 2308
Full time

needed:

2199139.

ARE you an "A" student? Speed
read, memorize, organize notes,
pass any exam. Everything a

the

with

FLIGHTS

represent all

w/purchase

.
.
EXPERT typing and proofreading
of term papers etc Fast service.

LOST: GENEROUS REWARD FOR
IN
TAN ZIPPER
PAPERS
QUESTIONS.
NO
FOLDER.

computer

competent

Hill Area

CHART ER

young buddy. N ick
.
.
HAPPY Birthday Dear Alaba. Love
Wale.

Avail

June

TYPING give you a headache? can
Sandi Neal and professional.
reasonable rates/Resumes. etc
265 2747

Close to campus Security,
yard w/BBO, garage,

private

BUCKWHEAT, you can’t begin to
imagine how much I care for
tme Love alweys. "PIGGO "

cable TV. 09/I3 Prefer a couple
to nousesit my home on a Per
manent basis. and make my
plus your
send short
Please
application/resume to "owner."
c/o George Stump, 1058 N 410

PLAN
DENTAL
ENROLL NOW!!. For Info go
to A.S. Office or call 371 6811
133 Super year covers exams. X

STUDENT

payment of 1275/mo

rays.

ARE you graduating? Whet a better
time to have a beautiful color

Utilities

St. No 1. San Jose, CA95112

cleanings at

no charge

Itwice a year), plus low cost on
other dental needs Orthodontics
plan also included.

portrait created by John. Call
John at 269 7937

Wan

Print Your Ad Here:
,c0..apinesonsfoOon 30 lette, and sum es ha ea, we.,

RATES-Paul
Flee

add,
Inmal

Three

Foul
days

days

2 40
2 90

2 50

der
35

300

35
35
J5

One

Two

3 lows

Oar
St 50

deco
200

lows

2 00

2 50

dart
2 25
2 79

5 bees

2 50

6 lows

300

300
3 50

3 75

3 40
3 90

3 50
400

50

50

50

lii

3 23

Near Almaden

and Emporium store
1074, ask for Abdul

Call 279

Each addhonal One add
50

SEEK

NEATNESS. and DEADLINES

. .
CHILD CARE! Near
school, loving care. hot meals
and extras. Please c all 292 MIS

- -LOST: SlIver bracelet with oval
Ivory Stone, Approx. 3/2. Please
...sentimental Patti. 998 4490

career

Good driving record

female student

ACCUR4CY,

LICENSED

challenging projects

ferret tam
IBM
Soifer tell Senn papers. Mt.,
ion
reports, MonoW rope, eft
lossorn
Graduate T wing L.t e

consumer electronics buying
service for stereo components
compacts, portables and ac

Experienced
GUARANTEED.
in Masters, Reports. Disser

salary,

hourly

excellent

liar’

experience

AUDIO

batch

Professional manner, complete
the job requirement. We offer

In

TYPING

f00)

TYPING: Thesis, term papers. etc.
Phone
Experienced and fast
7095671

ability

or both. Experience in the local

travel
EXPEPT

Looking 10rWard 10
Sbensil John and Erick in LA
LOVE, Renee

Clean, quiet,

near SJSU. Non smoker 1100
plus deposit, u141. pd. Call 288

in either COBOL or FORTRAN.

to five days/wk told your school

NEED a Female English Tutor for a

am

t 7 P
ASK 101

KEN

gam to9pm

candidates must be proficient
and have

F
SSSA V
1.1m. A,iI

with

Call 2900979

programming assignments for
the University. The qualified

..n,

Call
Isa I
alter 6

new

roommate needed to
FEMALE
share rent in large 3 bd.,’
house. Own room. Fireplace,
greenhouse,
trees,
fruit
chickens. Clean, walk to school
1100 Call Danny al 292 8946

per hr. work Iprn to Spm, three

following

Pun! name

Address

positions
Worm,. Three low. Ono Dal,
Semester rote Orliossues, $2500

manager, cook, busperson, front

Blvd.. Santa Clara

HOUSE OF GE NGI

DIRT BIKE. 11 Yamaha DTI 150.
set up for off road endUr0. Like
new. Pacifico Tank. PM 20

1 BDRM. apt. on S. 8th St, Clean.

ha( helorette

JOCELYN: Happy Ifith birthday to
my beSt friend. You’re always
there in time of need I hOIX’ I

21411 7009.

14110

required Phone Mrs Ernm. 299
4900 Year round opportunity

from old square teeth

Tennis

4 BEDROOM. 2 ba., your own room
for 178 75. 2 blks. I rorn SJSU

Same Pay Call Don.
998 0149, Sloop m only
Driver

Reliable PerSOn
nets pool Ca11192 9771

COMPUTER
PROGRAM
Office
of
In
MERS.
The
formation Systems and Corn
is
Miter Services at SJSU

campus

WAREHOUSEMAN

rnOnth

STUDENT

HOUSE FURNISHED

American.
SHIPS!
JOBS
ON
foreign. No experience required.
Excellent
pay,
Worldwide
travel, Summer fob or career

BLUE as a violet. MaCh0 as Keith.
Happy birthday. dear Mickey.

TYPING

apt
Easy going atmosphere
Call Colby, 37a 8534, alter 6

TIME

housekeeping. Room, board and
small weekly Salary. Call 267

host/hostess. Salary negolieble
Call
786 4120
for
interview

0590.

course!
Equal
Employee, M/F

Light

size!
available Santa Clara Artists
Foundry 349 590 2092 B Scott
1270.

YOU qualify, we’d start training
soon to prepare you for a
rewarding summer in sales. Call
Kevin E
Sullivan. marketina
director. at 244 1.791 for an aP
pointrnent New England Life, of

BABYSITTER

schedule

P.m

detailing

TAKE A FREE 1064, 11 the Business
World! We ace looking for M
terns in life insurance sales. If

professionals.

in
persoe.
VILLAGE

ACCUSED

FOR RENT. land 1 bdrm. 1185. Call

loop m. only.

DEAR STUDENT. FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your insurance needs.

Richard Ingram,

transportation

Apply
NOW
FRONTIER

AUTO,

tation by Dr

reliable

PART

back your lies Be I’ll he drinkino
UNJUSTLY
wake!
at
your

FEMALE roommate to share a
room at Valley West Apts 110$ a

Ideal for
enhancement and the
to work
with
opportunity

LIVE IN

Explore the
SU Sierra Club
Andes
and
the
Amazon
Slide armee
Discover Peru

258 8878

Pact,

GIRLS

Pleasers will eel, t foie al
not

You are mr
ERIC GREEN HAT
ex friend not my cx lover Tali..

Furn. 4 bdrrn.. 21/301,7

homes Choose your own hours
No fees Call us now! Quotas,

aT 1(57105

Bill at 736 3024
week ’005

services

car garage. 11 minutes fo SJSU
5500 me. References rig Call

have

20, de
will
assoc iate
Happy
Birlhda,

Pal! Love, Jo

and

SLEEP IN OR OUT
Assist the elderly in their own

services,
load
sales,
main
merchandise
tenance. Immediate part time
openings.
full time
summer.
characters,

schedule. Also typing and office
Work part time near campus,
same pay. Call Don, 9900149.

disrnasting

Guido’s Pizza, 1372 Bascom Ave
Everyone welcome!, For more

Hours/Good

moo

798 GAYS

Food

Flexible

55.00/hr.,
Aides/Ord .
LVN’S. 56.50/hr . RN’s, 18/hr.

company

Now rho,

slill

BliSineSS and Community. Eve
and weekends 747 7773

Work is not dangerous, but not
for the faint hearted. Apply at

Wanted
ADDRESSERS
Immediately! Work at home

board for right

Jones
you

friendship for Older PrOlessional
man Active and Involved in

Highest
PROCESS
SERVER.
payiinq in Santa Clara Co You
must be a citizen, over 18, and

for tax
terviewing now Tax Corporation
of America 1060 Minnisota 794
3613, 294 3134.

Pay.

’68 OLDS Convertible Delmont U.
Runs well. needS body week.
IMP Call Dave at 737 9794,

Burger,
Creps.
Vegetable
Drinks Margarels, 726 E San

10
Key
season. In

Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite
127. Dallas, TX 75231

automotive

groups.

NG

Full time

necessary
no experience
excellent pay Write American

sad.. 70 mpg. 02.695. Call 238

EALTH

or two. contact Carol
Schreiber at 277 3235 or 287 2537
for more information.

operators

steel belted radial tires. 6 cyl., 3

attend For our
you can be
meeting schedule or lust more
information call our events tape

Spartan

people who’re serious
and
about the writing craft
flexible enough to try a new

Painting, 7310. Third, No. 1, Si.

for 400
years

rap

setting which is very conclusive
to meeting people and learning
about the gay community Be all

the

FREE room and
student
For

HOUSE

Care 746 7042

our

want

NURSING

potluck dinners and
other activities. We provide an
educational social
informal

for

Quarterly. You can receive one
to three units through an IS 180

PART TIME.

effects

discussions,

writing and

PR

Of
R

3

storage.

Thurs. at 8 PM in the Guadalupe
Pm of the SJSU Student Union.
led

for

50. It.
H and

exchange

(OM 267 3156

Speaker

DO YOU need a couple of units? It
writing is your thing. we need
you at the Alumni Association

PA I

courtyard, parking, 132 per wk.
share. $33 single 103 S 11th St

by al7
125 9316

COMPANIONS

in

(your

Company
time area

sales managers and trainers.
Exceptionally hIgh commissions

help wanted

paint)

available for all occasions. Call

MEN and Lesbians SJSU Gay
most
Union
meets

Jewelry
needs part or full

Paid. Will interview
Point...tent only
Call
alter 4 p m

class, and work with concerned
We
supervision.
professional

sound

Student

NATIONAL

6071

plywood floor Bid forms and
information must be requested
from the Property Office, 277

inside/outside

Mobile
EXPERIENCE
Disco and Light Shows with
Tremendous

Flexible hours 10
plus hours a week. 13.75 hr, Call
New Horizons. 287 1749

OFF ICE HELP

style

>CO

B

KZ 650 custom
Exc. cond
Kerker header, custom seat,
paint Many Extras! Call 374

Publication

TRADE

details

Peter

78

building is 20’ wide, 10’ high and
118’ long, sloped roof metal
panels bolted every 2’. with a

2969 The university reserves the
right to reject any or all bids.

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room, color TV
linen and maid sere I oreplaCe,

call first 193 Ma

BID NOTICE
San Jose State University will
receive sealed bids in the

FELLOWSHIP

Psychic

01.68,
SI 60.

D 76

PK 36’s SI 12

2529. 295 6705

activities
LIFE

Dektol

S252.

euerYfhing furnished, $30 Per
WI, share. $SO wk single. 172 N
9th St 7709504

addressed, stamped envelope
to DEXTER ENTERPRISES,
3039 Shrine PI .1 A . CA 90007

Joe Patterson. 268

anywhere

’onion Outdoor and conservation

CLE OF

S1,56,

HC A

Microdot

MOTHER OLSON S
I rorn
Two HOUSes across V
T arnpuS, kitchen, facilities. linen
and maid,sery . T V darken

INCOME,
EXTRA
EASY
1500 11.000 stuff inu envelopes
sell
Send
Guaranteed

III 04. VPS 16’s 12 72. 20’s SI 95.
170 pro pk 1040. Gal fixer SI 48.

and Snowbird included. Sign up
at table an Art Quad area about
meeting on Thursday, March I

CRUISE FREIGHTERS
No experience High PM. See
Europe. Hawaii. Australia, So

B.61035. Sacto

1508010 ea

530 16

and nights April I 13 Only 5180
transportation,
ono ludes
lodging, lifts and parties. Alta

Tickets
SALES
TELEPHONE
Work from our Los Gatos Off ic e.
95
Mon Fri , Sat
60 pm
53 SO 56 00 per,hr Call 3562410

aril

supplies
) DJ (SJSU student, with own
equipment and records will spin
the disks at your small party

MEN. WOMEN.

crisis
Arr
ende.
th
Area
iyste
Ilion i
t is
s than
sk the
!rday.

Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers
will hold a meeting at 12:30
p.m.
tomorrow
in

A chance to Improve
your client interviewing
and one-to-one counseling
skills will be offered Sat.,
at a Counselor Education
Workshop hosted by the
Dietetic
Student
Association. The workshop
is open to all dietetics
students, free of charge. It

Campus Ministry and
SJSU students will present
peace activist Philip
Berrigan Sunday at 5 p.m.
at the Campus Christian
Center, 300 S. 10th St. For
more inforrhation call Pete
Koopman or Roy Hoch at
298-0204.

will be held at 1:30 pin.
today, and a lecture on
research methodology of
women’s studies will be
held at 2:30 p.m. today,
both in the little library
staff room, Library Central, room 306. Lecturer on
psychology research will
be Jeff Paul, Librarian,
and lecturer on women’s
studies will be Bernice
Redfern, librarian. Signup
sheets are located in the
General Reference Desk,
second floor, Library
Central.

will be conducted by Dr.
Gene Kelly from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Student Council
Chambers. To register, call
Letitia Gee, 277-8710.
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Kappa Sigma Nu will
present The Gnog Show"
in
Morris
Dailey
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
tomorrow. Tickets on sale
now or at the door. Call
Eric Streis at 279-9860 for
more information.

Engineering, room 227.
Chuck Mauro from Apple
Computer will speak on the
Apple 11 home computer
and
its applications,
design, software and
features. All interested
people may attend.
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First Asian equal opportunity student
returns to SJSU as political activist
By (lady Tong
Ten years ago, Warren
Furutani was SJSU’s first
Asian Equal Opportunity
Program FOP) student.
Now he’s a 31 -year-old
Asian youth counselor, but
he hasn’t given up the
activist stance he took in
the ’80s as as a student for
a more conservative approach. He still stresses the
importance of continuing a
strong Asian -American
movement.
’’Mountains Will be
Moved," the theme for
Asian Spring Festival

Week. was Furutam’s topic
Monday as the keynote
speaker in the SU
Umunhum Room.
"Mountains
were
moved in the past 10 years.
and they were significant
moves," Furutani said.
"Programs in the
Asian communities today,
such as social services,
housing serivces, special
admission and others," he
said, "was a result of what
we struggled for in the ’60s.
"Ten years ago, you
couldn’t walk into a library
and find a book written

about Asian -Americans
much 4ess one written by
one."
However, what is
IS
today
happening
beginning to repeat the
pattern of what went on
prior to the Asian American movement in the
latter part of the ’60s,
Furutani believes, and the
Bakke case is an example.
According to Furutani,
the growing number of
minority students entering
school through special
admissions alarmed the
ruling class enough to say,

"wait one minute here,
things are getting out of
hand.
"People were forced to
choose sides between
Bakke and the Univeristy
of California regents,"
F’urutani said. "But Bakke
is not a clear cut two-sided
issue.
-How can people be
forced to choose between
the two when one of the UC
helping
was
regents
prepare the case"
During the 1968 strike
at San Francisco State,
students were asking for
open admissions and
special classes for colored
students and women,
people who "hold up half
the sky," Furutani.
"But again, the ruling
class said, ’We can’t let
just anyone in. Our
students will be in with
working class people.
"Well, Furutani said,
"when students get out of
school, they become part
of the working class
anyway."
Asian-American stud-

the same.
The new hustler, according to Furutani, are
the oil companies.

looks like the Washingotn
Monument built of brick.
All it’s good for is the bell
which rings once every
hour so everyone will know
what time it Ls.

ies programs across the
nation are facing cutbacks
and are being attacked, but
it is only the beginning,
according to Furutani,
’’The excuse for lack of
money to provide facilities

"The oil companies
today are ripping and
running,"he said. "Ten
years ago, gas was 30 cents
a gallon and you got free
glasses and stamps with
every fill -up. Then came
the embargo and the long
waiting lines for gas.

"The money which
could have been used for
education was used to build
those bell towers just so
that when some UC regent
dies, his name will be
engraved on a bronze
plaque and put on the
building

"When the embargo
was lifted, gas was 70 cents
a gallon. Now with the
revolution in Iran and the
oil shortage, it’s happening
again, only now, Carter is
talking about lifting all
restrictions.

Keynote speech stresses
community’s historic
struggle
and educational equipment
for extra studetns is b.s.,"
he said.
"Relevent education is
a right, not a privilege. It
can take place in a Quonset
hut i metal shack), under a
tree, anywhere."
And what did
money go toward?

"These companies are
getting into desparate
measures,"
Furutani
continued. "you know the
25 cents you give to the
street corner hustler isn’t
going for coffee, it’s going
for cheap port wine."

Groups such as the Ku
Klux Klan and the Nazi
Party are on the way back,
Furutani said. He gave an
example of aa radio advertisiment in Orange
County encouraging people
to
join
the
Nazi
organization and the return
to a white ruling class.

the
Furutani said although
the old-time, street corner
hustler is on the way out
and a new sophisticated
type of hustler has taken
over, the methods remain

"At the Univeristy of
California, Santa Barbara," Furutani said,
"there is a bell tower which

Furutani believes
speaking to groups about
what is going on in today’s
society and what has
happened in the past may
not be effective enough. He
has incorporated into his
presentations another form
of communication, which is
music.
Furutani

performed

one of his pieces, . about
Malcolm X, who was an
important figure in the
civil rights movement and
in Furutani’s life.
"Malcolm
X
was
portrayed as cynical, an
evil -doer and hate -monger.
But he was angry and he
was able to grab the bull by
the horns and deal directly
with the problems," he
said.
"He provided the spirit
for me to jump from the
Afro-American movement
into the Asian -American
movement."
One verse which was
repeated several times in
Furutani’s song, "Malcolm
X," was:
You can kill our
brother,
But you can’t stop our
movement.
You can bury a man,
But you can’t bury his
ideas.
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With these words in
mind,
Furutani
said !
although there is no money
or career in being an AsianAmerican activist he and
others who believe the
words of his song will insure that "Mountains Will
Be Moved."
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Warren Furutani

Assembly
asks hike
in credit
(Continued from Pagel)
A.B. 15, because it
costs the state money to
implement, requires a twothirds approval by both
houses of the state
legislature. The other three
only require a simple
majority vote.
State Senator Milton
Marks, R-San Francisco,
has introduced S.B. 251.
calling for a renter’s credit
of $137.
Mark’s administrative
assistant, Sherri Geiogue,
said one provision of S.B.
251 that makes it unique is
husband and wife are both
allowed to claim credits

OPEN 12

A 24-year-old SJSU
student reported she was
molested by two men
Tuesday evening as she
was walking near her
home.
The journalism major
was walking south on South
12th Street toward the
corner of San Carlos a few
minutes after 7 p.m.
Two men, described in
police reports as Latino
and about 5-feet -8-inches to
5-feet-10-inches tall, were
walking east on San Carlos.
When they met the woman
at the northeast corner of
the intersection, one man,
wearing a dark knit cap
and green army jacket,
grabbed her and began
fondling her from her
shoulders to her stomach.
The second man, wearing
clothing described ,inly as
"dark," aLso touched her in
the same area.
The woman told police
the encounter only lasted a
few seconds.
The two Latino men,
the first about 18- to 22years -old and the second of
unknown age, fled north on
12th Street.
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She questioned if the
state could afford the $1.1
billiion Bate’s bill would
cost.
Marks’ legislation
would cost $620 million.

Student
molested
near home
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Why you should buy your ring now!
1. You deserve it.You’ve accomplished a lot.
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3. Different Rings! The largest selection to choose from.
Over 20 different ring designs! See traditional and contemporary men’s designs and beautiful fashion rings for women.
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COLLEGE RINGS

TREE WITH THE PURCHASE oF ANY CAMERA
Three Hour Photography Class
Free Camera Check up
Photo Finishrng 150 Coupon Book
I. Off on First Roll of Derwin Processing
30 Day Deflator Eachange Privilege
Satisfaction Guarantee on All Photo
Processing or you don’t have to
accept teem
Manufacturers Warrants
’r Off for I year on anew Moore
Processing No limit
Free Vacation Film Package
10% Off Genuine Kodak Processing
F.(f. Film Protection Bag
’ or Exchange Prwilege on Darkroom
I roargers
I ’nit Dane, Plus Dollar worth $50
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REBATE CERTIFICATE
GET A $15 REBATE ON ANY ARTCARVED COLLEGE RING WITH THIS CERTIFICATE.
Valid on any ring in the ArtCarved Collection (even gold). Choose from a wide variety of
traditional, contemporary, or fashion rings. custom made to your individual taste.
HOW to get your $15 rebate by mail after purchase.

5. Al that time of order your ArtCarved Representative will
1. This coupon must be presented with your order
give you a Rebate Request Certificate This certificate must be
2. Limit, one refund per purchase. Purchaser pays any sales
mailed, along with proof of full payment. to ArtCarved within
taxes
three months after you order your ring Rebate void after this
3. Offer valid only on rings ordered during this sale.
period Allow four weeks for rebate processing
4. Rebates can be issued only after final payment on your ring
has been made
An ArtCarved Representative will be at
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